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. t ... Ti.i!TENSIFY THE SOCIALIST-COMMUIUST EDUCA'rrmr CAMPAIGN 
IN THE RURAL AREAS 

Pages. 1.-5 I 
I.· 

Lin T1 ieh 

~he new situation arising from the socialist revolution and 
socialist'·construction in our c~urttry demands that we intensify the 
socialist-colnntuhist education'Lcampaigri7 in the rural areas -- to 
systematically enlighten the broad career cadres~ party members 
and :peasant masses on Narxism-Leninism and on the writings of 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung and to elimina.te the influence of bourgeois 
thinking.and the traditional influence of the bourgeoisie and 
petty boure;eoisie, thereby.bringing. the people's ideological 
awakening to a new level. This is an important condition for the 
further consolidation and development of the people's commilneso 
This is an extremely important task confronting the party 
organizations on all levels~ 

On the basis of the continued great leap forward in 1958 and 
19 59 and the consolidation and dE?velopment of the people 1 s commru1Gs 
in the rural areas, the Hopeh Province has continued to leap forward 
in various aspects of socialist construction. The Aid-agricul tw:·e 
Campaign is being intensively conducted. In accordance with the 
suggestion of the Central Committee of the party and Comrade Mao 
Tse-tung that the national economy be generally bolstered by placing 
basic emphasis on agriculture and major emphasis on industry and 
by combining the priority development of heavy industries and the 
rapid development of agriculture, we are concentrating our effort 
on agriculture, with the view of accelerating the speed of agri
cultural development and fulfilling the targets established in the 
Agricultural Development Program ahead of schedule~ The drought 
disaster was comparatively serious this year, but the people of 
this province, by waging a large··Scale struggle and by launching 
an aid-agriculture campaigrL in all sectors of the community, have 
succeeded not.only in greatly reducing the disaster area but also 
in making further progress in water conservancy, mechanization and 
S8mimechanization.. Now, the irrigated area consti·!;utes roughly 
over one third of the cultivated area :in the province and the 
machine··irrigated area constitutes over one fifth of ~he tctal 
irrigated area. The technical-inhovation and teohnical-revolutio~ 
movement is also being intensified~ The people 1 s communes in .the . 
rural areas have been further consolidated and develop~d, Mean
while, the above-average cities in the province have fundamentally 
carried out people's communizatiori, in response to the needs of 
socialist construction. The formation, consolidation ai1d develop
ment of the people's communes in the urban as well as rural areas 
signify the further intensification of socialist revolution on the 
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econ.omic, political and ideological fronts and the further develop .. 
ment of socialist construction. As a result of the two 
rectificEi:tion. campaigns in 1957, and 1959.; ·.'the. uninterrupted 
socialist" ... communi·st edt.1cation. ~fanip~ign, ·tiie 'faithful execution 
of the party's general line; tne achievement of the great leap 
forward and the people's communization movement, the people's 
spiritual outlook has experienced profound changes. The rapid 
enhancement of the ideological awakening of the broad cadres and 
masses has .resulted.in their unpreceO,ented aci;:i,vi~m and creativeness 
in the COU!'f?e. of accelerated socia;List cons;t;ruction... ' .. 

Now, .the oondit,ions in tl1e J:iµ-al area,s in Hopeh. are .very 
good. However, we inust realize· a:t the. same time .th.at the two._road 
struggle between socialism and. ,cE!-i).i talism .remains to be the major 
contradiction in the rural areas'and tha't'this struggle is yet to 
be decisively won., The poor peasants, the new.lower-class and . 
middle-class peasants and the old· 1.ower-class and middle-class . 
peasants, who .constitute the great ~majority of the rural populatio::i, 
are enthusiastic supporters · of · socialism and the people's communes.· 
The majority of the rich middle-class peasants· ar,e alE!o supporters 
of the people 1 s cotinnunes ;' some are basically supporters but waver 
at tim,es; only a few resist or even _oppose the communes" The poor · 
peasants, the lower-middle-class peasants and the rich ~iddle-
class peasa..'1.ts are 1:1.ll · 1aborers and at the same time O'IA.'llers; but 
the poor peasants and the lower-llliddle.:.class peasants, who were 
originally poor peasants' are semi-proletarians' firiQ. it easier to . 
change their conoept of private ownership, whereas the rich middle..; 
class peasants who are more committed to the concept of private 
ownership find it not so easy. Although there .. are only a few of 
the rich middle-class peasants, who tend to. r~·sis.t · socialism~ 
their thinking still has certain influence on some peasants. We 
are still engaged in the two-road.struggle, insofar as'the 
following are concerned: the con~olidation and development of 
the. System Of people 1 S COIIllllU!l~S' the OOnso.lidation and development . 
of such collective welfare projects as the pu,blic dining halls, · · 
the acceleration.of the improvement of agricultu,ral techn~ques, the 
management of socialist markets, the management and st:,.p,ervis~on of. 
the people's communes and adjustment of relationships between the 
state, the large collective godies, the .small collective. bodies and 
the individuals. . . · · . · . · · 

·we should also realize that there are still the .r~mnants of 
the Type-C Team in the people I s communes~ ' In ~hese Type-0. Teams' . 
the dominating leadership of the poor p~asar,i~s an4 lower-middle
class peasants has not been ~stabll.shed or consolidated; .in some 'of 
the type-C teams~ the · 1eadership ~s in the· hands· of Ji.ich middle·~ 
class peasants, who are. seriously incli.ried to c~pitalist thinking; 
in some others, the leadership has .. even been usw;'ped by the land
lords, rich peasants. and otherwise undesirable, elements.. In these 
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cases, the.socialist revolution has not been thoroughly carried 
out or there a;re even some tasks of democratic revolution 
awaiting solution~ In these cases, there is still a vehement 
struggle petweeri' the two roads. Who is to seize. the leaders!lip 
is ah extremely.important issue. In order to thoroughly change the 
outlook in these cases, we must continue to conduct a series of 
activities intensively.i 

As for the broader career cadres and party members in the 
rural areas, the great majority are known for their revolutionary 
will to struggle for the realization of socialism and qommunism, 
for their staunch loyalty, for their fresh spirit, for their 
perseverance and simplicity, and fof their boldness in thinking 
and in action. However, the~e are also a few who tend to isolation 
from the masses. They do not know how to follow the mass line; 
whenever a situation arises~ they do not fully consult the masses. 
They are basically good :Cadres and good comrades; but these 
shortcomings, if not overcome soon, may affect their rela·tionship 
with the masses and their work.. What merits our particular 
attention is the fact that a few career cadres, subject to the 
lingering influence of bourgeois thinking, betray such bad habits 
as corruption and wastefulness. Although these cadres number 
extremely few, their mistakes are very dangerous in nature. We 
must therefore constantly engage ourselves in the struggle ageinst 
bourgeois thinking among the cadres. · 

We must mentally adjust ourselves to the many changes in 
production relationships, in production and in our ::;iatterJ of life 
in the rural areas. Our struggle to change the production 
relationships and to transform nature demands that we not only 
change our thinking but constantly transform our subjective 
world. We are struggle for the realization of communism. It is 
impossible to do so in the absence of extreme abundance of material 
products and the maximum enhancement of our communist a~akening 
and moral qualities. Therefore, while energetically developing 
production, we must educate the masses in socialist and communist 
ideology, in i•larxism-teninism and the writings of Comrade Mao Tse
tung, so as to greatly enhance their' ideological awakening and to 
establish and consolidate the world viewpoint of the proletariat~ 
Every step forward in this educational process may prove to be the 
unestimatably great material force to accelerate the socialist 
construction .. 

To promote socialist-communist education means to ·launch a 
series of ideological revolutions, to foster the proletarian 
thinking, to eliminate the bourgeois thinking, to establish the 
communist world viewpoint, to destroy the bourgeois world view
point, to continuously defeat the inherent influence of capitalism 
and to fully develop the revolutionary.spirit. This is a long· 
term, difficult task; we must be persevere in our struggle. 
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Experience has proved that in the course of administering socialist
communist education in the rµral areas, the more p~omptly and. 
thoroughly we criticize the rich middle.;.;class peasants' ca.pita.list 
tendencies, then th.e broader wotild be the spread of socialism and 
communisim~ th_e more' consolidate.d and extensive would be the 
ideological camp of socialism. and .communism and the smailer .woulc1 
be the market for bourgeois thinking., · · · . ·. . •. . · 

At present, the principal ta.sit in our· socialis·t .. communist 
education campaign in the ri.lral areas a.;re to raise . ·cha. flag of 
Mao Tse-tu;ng' s ideas ·even higher, to !raise the ·part~1' s', flag of th~ 
Gene·ral Line of socialist construction, . to closely unite all · 
professions in support of agriculture,· 'tc;i rapidly develop the mass 
movement in agriculture, to consolidate and: develop "the people's · 
communes, to continue to wage the two-road. struggle, and to 
continuously enha.nce'the: socialist-communist awakening of the 
broad cadres~ party meinb_ers and peasa.ntsma.sses •· . ; In order to fulfi 1-1 
these tasks, we must .. in every way intensify' our political, 
ideological and educational work in the rure.1 areas• 

First, to enable the cadres, party members and: the peasant 
masses to further understand the great futi.lre";of ooI!lIIlUhism~ to 
master the twin theories of permanent revolution·and various stages 
in the revolutionary develol'IIleht, ·and to be a.t once ambitious and · 
realistic. · · · 

Our great ideal is the realization of ·comriiunisni~ Socialism 
represents only a transitional s6ciety in the' co'ilrse ·of .. tr.ansi'Gion 
from capitalism to communism and·a lowsta.ge:.o:r communism. In the 
socialist society, there are still remnarits of. capitalism and there 
are also the seeds of communism.. ..Oiir task is ·to· acd-elerate the 
socialist construction and to destroy the remna...~ts ;·o.f capitalism·~· 
thereby creating conditions for future transition to communism •. · 
At present, there are three different attitudes toward sociaiism 
in the rural areas. The firs·t is ·to resolutely follow the social:i.s·~ .. 
communist road. Those who adc,>pt this attitude not'only cherish tile 
great ideals e,,f communism but are also filled with genu~e ". . · · 
revolutionary enthusiasm~ They actively demand the rapid deve.lop
ment of socialist construction. They are the promoters in tha 
rural areas. They constitute the great majority of the rµral 
population. The second attitude is to ·go no further and to 
maintain the status quo. These people think that the present 
conditions are good enough and we should therefore stabilize the 
status quo and go no further. Only a small minority· adopt such 
an attitude. The third attitude is to be nostalgic ·of' capit.alism 
and continue to indulge in fancies. Only an ext·remel.y few .. a¢iopt 
this attitude. We must develop the spirit based on the tw~ · .. 
theories of permanent revoiution and various stages of revolutionary 
development and resolutely oppose the idea of returning ·to .· 
capitalism. At the same ti.met we must resolutely overcome the. 

' ··. 
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idea of going no further and active1y b'q.ild socialism;. thus paving 
the way for the future transition to r::ommunism~ At present~ we 
must insist on the 3-level system o:f pwnership on the basis of 
teams in the people's co:mmunes1 so as to insure the cohtinuous 
healthy development of the people's communes. Jl.s Comrade T'an 
Ohe11g-lin pointed out in his report to the .il.11:.China leople 1s 
Congress last April, entitled "Struggle for the Realization of 
the National .Agricultural Development Program Ahead of Schedule," 
"we should energetically develop the economy of t:ile production 
teams and particularly we must provide stronger leadership and 
greater support to the poor teams, so that they may gradually. 
overtake the rich teams; at the same time, we should in accordance 
with the 3-level system of ownership actively support the · 
economy of the commune. Our future lies in the transition from 
the fundamental system of team ownership to the fundamental system 
of commune ownership and then to ownership by all the peopleo 
However, in order to realize this ·future~ we must have the 
necessary conditions •. For the realization of the fundamental 
system of commune ownership, the conditions are~ first$ the 
economic development.of the whole commune has.reached.the level 
of average per capita annual income of 150 to 200 yuan; second, · 
the percentage of commune-owned economy has reached a domiriating 
position in the commune•s. economy; third, the poor teams have · 
overtaken the rich teams; and fourth, mechanization and semj,:""._. 
mechanization have reached a certain extent~ In order to' q;r'eate 
these conditions, we must insist on the 3-level system_cif _p01ersni.p, 
on the distribution system based· on the distribution aco.oi;diilg to 
labor, and on the system of eq,ual-value exchange. The' :ih§istence 
on these systems is beneficial not only to the productiorCand :. 
construction in the pe~ple's communes at present but also'· to the 
gradual transition in the future; it is in accordance with the 
people's demands not only in terms of curreP.t interes.ts"·,but also 
in terms of long-term interests. .ffiee Not.§} Very obviously, 
our current tasks are· to correctly deal with the re:'J_,a,tionships 

: . . ' . . !:tc· 1 •(. , 

between the commtine , . ., the production teams, the sub'i:o;;.t,eams and the 
commune members as individuals. and to mobilize all 'active elements 
for the development· of production. The better equipped are the. 
people with the theories on permanent revolution and on the vario~s 
stages of revolutionary development, the more enhanced would be 
their enthusiasm for production and thus the more beneficial t.o .·· 
the development of productivity. (Note~ National Agricultural 
Development Progra, 1956-1967.. The People's Publishing Co., 1960~ 
pp~~4.) . . . • . .····· 

Second, to enable the cadres, party members and peasant 'f 
masses to realize_ the.importance of agricultural d~velopment to 
socialist construction and the great future of agricultliral 
modernization, thereby crystalizing the idea of rapid agricultural 
d6 velopment and fi1;thcr strengthening industrial-agricultural a\liance e 

: / 
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4gricul,ture is the basis of our national economy. Only by 
r~pl:~ly: de'\!"eloJ?.iPg ~gric~ttµ"e .. f¥1.4, · comple"j;ely tr~forming the 
backWard app~~anoe of· . a.gr~,¢ll1Jtire c~· we insl.lre the supply: of i 

necessary food. and other ~,Ericul tura:J. products. to the ;4ldustria.l 
popu:J,:at~oll in;' :the' urbap .i:l.teas; supply the· ~:l;@;t :industries with 
suff~qient ·:r;~w Jllaterials, gradually raise th~ l:tying ·standard of 
the peo:AAe. i?l the rur~l areas; open up the vid.l:lillt market for . 
illd~tnfil· l>rodu,ct's; J:nsU:re the supply of n~co'·~a.ry labor force f0r 
indJiStriai. d,evelopnient·;· and lay a solid, reli~le fouil.datiqn for 
the rapid de'Velopmeri.t of industry. The idea· ill placing basic . 
emphasis ·on' agriculture and major emphasis off.industry and of . 
combiW.~ ~he prioiity Aevelo;pment of heavy industries with ··. 
accelerated development of ·.agriculture, as has been suggested by 
the Central Committee of °'1eparty and Comrade Mao Tse-tung, 
correctly reflects. the objective law of economic construction. In' . 
the absence of rapid developnient of agriculture, the basis for 
rapid industrial development; would P,ot be sound; conversely,. in 
the absence of moderh 'industryi s support ·'for .agriculture, the. · . 
foundations of agriculture, as a se~tbr of the national economy, 
would remain we8.k. Acodrdingly,. in¢1ustry must in every wa:y sup~ort 
the capital construction in agriculture and agricultural mechaniza ... 
tion. First of all, it '!Should. suppiy the machinery for water : · 
conservancy and irrigation and')he ·equipment for j:he production 
of cheniical fertilizers. ·· .. •. .. . . . . . . 

Novi.; .. the_ l.ndust:rial-·agric'ultural. a.ilia.nee ha.s ad.va.Jlced to a 
new stage, ·i_.e., the industrial-ag:riculturaJ. all;i.ance has rested on 
the grad~i .. realization 'cif imp+oved agricultural techniques. rn· 
the wak_e of 2 years' g:r:eat. leax>. :forw;ard, :·much has changed, in the 
agTicu:;J.tilra.l outlook in Hopeho · · The ·proyince has achieved 
fundamental· seif•suff:iciency i~ f.ood supplies and the productinn 
level has_ been raised considera~biy. I;Ioweyer,. agricultural_ . 
development is yet unable to meet ·the deI!Jands · of industrial . 
develo;Pment nor .the peop~e' s .<le~and for ¥l every· higher l:i.ving .. ·~ · 
standard. At present, the p;r.ov:j.?lce is" making a great. effort to 
aid agriculture and to intensify the. mass movement t6accelerate 
agricultural developinent. I.r{'all the cities·; S:nd villages through
out the province, ·~ large-scale propaga,p.da and education campaign 
to, achieve rapid 13.grieultural development· is being conducte.d. 
This. campaign is des~ned to make the broad cadres, party members 
and masses· further aware of the important role of agriculture iri 
the national. economy and the g:!;'eat future of agricultural 
modernization, and cherish the. hi'gh ambition of achieving 
agricultural modernizati611., thereby fur~h~r consolidating the ... 
industrial-agricUl. tural al1iance · on a ne"w" b'{:l.sis. Vie must .· . _. . 
comprehensively criticize the erroneous vie¥Points that industry is 
advanced whereas agriculture' is backwa;rd~ t.48.'t we mey develop 
indu,st'ry J:apid;J,.y }?ut We Can Only devalOi> li\griCUl "!;'.'g'e. II Slowly t II 

: .·. ·.':·. 
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that to achieve rapid development of industry we must relax our 
effort to deve·1op agriculture and that industry and agriculture 
cannot be developed· equally rapidly at the same time or if we place· 
equal emphasis on industry and agriculture we nwould not be able to 
achieve rapid developroente 

Third, we must carry the soci.alist-communist education 
campaign to the backward corners of the villages and completely 
transform the backward outlook of C-type production teams in the 
people's communes. Certain changes have taken place since the 
two rectification campaigns, but fundamental transformation has 
not been achieved and our task remains to be difficult. The 
fundamental trans.formation of these backward teams is a task that 
should not be overlooked in carrying out the socialist revolution" 
The party committees on all levels in Hopeh have decided to 
transform these C-type tea.ms by groups within this year. In order 
to succeed in fundamentally transforming these C-type teemsf we 
must, in addition to the adoption of a series of measures, promote 
socialist··communist education, fully mobilize the poor peasants 
and lower-middle-class· peasants for the ~.;wo-road struggle and 
enable the poor peasants.arid lower-middle-class peasants to 
achieve absolute leadership, so as to consolidate and enlarge the 
socialist-comm:w.1i'st ideological camp. Besides, .we must re-organize 
and rehabilitate the C-type teams. In o:rder to thoroughly transfor:n 
these teams, the Provincial Committee has considered sending some 
20,000 cadres to the various households in these teams on a 3~year 
work assignment and it is hoped that the intensified leadership 
thus provided may lead to the ultimate transformation of these 
teams. To date 12,000 cadres· have been assigned to the C-type team.3o 
We should realize that in the C-type teams the large number of poo:::.' 
peasants and lower-middle-class peasants are likewise known for 
their socialist activism and that they urgently demand for the 
transformation of their backward appearance, thus overtaking the 
advanced uni ts. · The f avora"o le conditions for the . complete trans
formation of these teams are now present. If only we a:::'e to rely 
on them heavily, we shall soon find changes in the appearance of 
these teams. 

Fourth, we must enable the broad cadres to consciously wo:d: 
for the ideological and spiritual transformation and to correctly 
deal with the internal contradictions among the people, thereby 
mobilizing the broad masses' enthusiasm for production. 

The great majority of the career cadres in the rural areas 
in Hopeh manifest desirable ideolog~cal and spiritual tendencies~ 
At the same time, however, we should realize that some career 
cadres have been corrupted by bourgeois thinking and a few have 
even learned some undesirable bourgeois .habits. We must help them 
to overcome these shortcomings, to correct these mistakes and to 
free themselves from the influence of bourgeois thinking at all 
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timeso As for all the cadres, we must teach them to correctly deal 
with the relationships between the state, the commune, the 
p~oduction team and the commune members and to implement, resolut~ly 
and correctly, all the party's .objectives and policies. The 
leadership of the commune must place unqualified emphasis on 
production, on the pattery of living and on the ideological and 
spiritual education of the cadres. All the cadres must continae 
to improve their working style, to demonstrate the glorious 
tradition of relentless struggle, to live and labor in the midst 
of the masses, to consult the masses whenever a problem arisesy 
and to listen to the opinions of the massese 

In the socialist-communist education campaign in the rural 
areas, we must first direct our attention to the broad party 
members., ·cadres and active elements and a.rm them with Mao Tse-tung1 s 
ideas, ·so as to further enhance their socialist-communist 
consciousness, to raise their Marxist-Leninist theoretical level, 
to further stabilize their proletarian stand, and to further 
confirm their class viewpoint in the class struggle. This would 
have.an important bearing on the intensive socialist-communist 
ideological education campaign among the broad peasant masses and 
on bringing their ideological consciousness to a new level. In 
the villages of Hopeh, several million career cadres, party members 
and peasant masses are now engaged in a movement to study Marxism~ 
Leninism and the writings of Comrade Mao Tse-tung. HtitVing studied 
Marxism-Leninism and the writings of Comrade Mao Tse-tung, the 
people would be able to better understand the future of socialism
commu.nism and to coordinate the tasks in the current struggle with 
the great communist ideal, thereby demonstrating boundless enthusiNJ:ui 
in the accelerated proe;ram .of socialist construction. 

Party organizations on all levels and the broad cadres were 
confronted with the great revolutionary task of accelerating 
agricultural development and completely transforming the appearance 
of agriculture. Under the unprecedentedly favorable circumstances 
and facing such difficult tasks, we must regard the intensificaticn 
of political and ideological work in the rural areas as extremely 
important. However, a few leading comrades still fail to under
stand this fully and they tend to neglect or relax their effort in 
this direction. Some comrades were able to place due emphasis on 
the political and ideological work in a major political movement, 
but once the political movement had ended they would relax their 
effort. Some comrades do not know how to bring the routine 
political-ideological educational work and the current productior
struggle closely together. We must realize that the neglect of 
socialist-communist education is a clear manifestation of the 
neglect of political leadership. In the absence of political 
leadership, we cannot expect thecarry out any work successfully. 
In thms connection, the Hsu-shui Hsien Committee of the COP has 
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a. better reco~d. In th~ great-leap:...f~rwardm'.oveme~t th:i.s year, 
Hsui..shui Hsien placed'. consistent emphasis on ·~he ideological 
education of the cad.res, party members and the masses and there 
was noticeable improvement in the working style of the cadres .. 
In the campai.gn against d.l'ought this year, thtW successfully 
coordinated all the current production tasks and energetically 
propagated Mao Tse-tung• s ideas,- thereby cont:'.'ibuting much to 
the water conserv~noy movement as well as the campaign against 
drought. Their experience showed that the ideological work should 
directly serve production ~- lead production. Such a method is 
good enough for u:s· ,to follow. . · ·. · . 

The socil3.list-comrilunist education campaign must be conducted 
continuously and increasingly intensively; ·so· as to make thii3 · 
socialist-comni.unl.s~ ideology our gtliding spirit. This is an 
important factor that would. enable us to strengthen the party's 
poli tical-...ideologioal lead.ership· in the rural areas, to achieve 
continued leap :forward in production and to_promote.the rapid 
development of agriculture. · 

' • • . • ' ! 
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II. FURTHER Dhi"'VELOP TB.E 11TWO..,PAilTICIPATION, ONE-INNOVATION 

AND THREE-UNION" SYSTEM AND RAISE THE MAlUGERIAL 
STANDARD IN ·ALL ENTERPRISES· 

Pages 6-15 Wang Ho"."f eng 

In the past 2 or 3 years, the industries and communication~ 
transportation enterprises in Heilungkiang Province have, under the 
leadership of the Central Committee of the party and Comrade Mao 
Tse-tung and in accordance with the directives of the Central 
Committee and the Provincial Committee, f ai.thfully implemented the 
factory-head responsible system and the workers' convention system 
under the leadership of the party committee; energetically adopteo. 
and developed the "two-participation, on~-innovation and 3-union" 
swtRIJ;t and continuously raised the managerial standard in the' 
enterprises -- with the result that the managerial work in the 
enterprises is fundamentally adapted to the needs of continued 
leap forward in production as well as to the further development 
of the technological-innovation and technological-revolution 
movement. 

The experience of the industries and communication-transporta
tion enter~rises in Heilungkiang -- particularly the experience of 
the Ch1 ing-hua Tool Plant -- in adopting the 11 2-participation, 
1-innovation and 3-union" system has fully demonstrated the great 
superiority of this system. Practice has proved that it is in 
complete accordance with the nature of socialist enterprisese 
In the socialist enterprises, the system of exploitation of one 
man by another has been abolished and the working class have 
become the masters of these enterprises. Accordingly, we not 
only should but can fully develop the enthusiasm and creativeness 
of the working masses and successfully manage these enterprises by 
relying on the working class. Only by firmly relying on the working 
class can we fully develop the enthusiasm and creativeness of the 
broad masses and fully demonstrate the superiority of the socialist 
system. As early as February 1949, on the eve of national 
liberation, the 7th session of the 2nd Plenum of the Central 
Committee of the party has formulated the policy of successful 
management of the enterprises by relying on the working class. 
This is our fundamental policy on the management of the enterprises. 
We now realize that the "2-participation, 1-innovation and ~-union" 
system is a very good ~ethod of implementing this policy. 

Th7 "2:-particiJlt.'ion, 1-innovation and 3-union" . system is 
a revolution in the management of enterprises, a creative develop
ment of the party's mass line as applied to the management of 
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enterprises. . This· :syste~. and the• factory-head responsible system 
under the leadership of· .:the part'y committee and the policy of 
providing polii;ical leadership and. energetically' laUn:ching mass 
movements together form a set of fundamental·: systems under which 
we are to lead and manage the socialist enterprises. They 
constitute what may be described as the "constitution"' under which 
we are to lead and manage the socialist enterprises in our 
country. · · · · 

This set of new s~stem~ for the management of socialist . 
enterprises is an organically related whole. The factorjr-he(ld 
responsibl.e system under the leadership of the party committee· 
represents the .fundamental system for implementing the J>arty's 
leadership in enterprises. F9r onl.Y with the leadership .of .the . 
party can we implement the policy of political leadership.and niass 
movement and successfully ca:rry out ·the "w-participation, ... ·· 
1-innovation a.nd 3-union" system. And by adopting the 112-participa
tion, 1-innovation and 3-union" system, we may better implement 
the f actory-~ead responsibie system under the leadership of the 
party committee, closely coordinB.te the leadership of. the' party 
with the mass line, and closely coordinate the high degree of 
concentration in the management of enterprises with a high degree 
of democracy. · . · . . . . . 

The 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system ·is a. 
very good me.thod to reconcile the internal contrad:icticms within · 
the enterprises. ·rn our socialist society, productive rela:tiohships 
and productivity are £Uri.damentally well-suited to.each other~ so are 
the high-level construction and the economic foundations; and the· · 
high-level construction and productive reiationships'contribute 
significantly to the development of .Productivity. However, this 
does not mean that there are no co~tradictions between productive 
relationships and prbductivity or between high-level construction 
and economic foundations. As Comrade Mao Tse-tung so aptly 
pointed out: "In the socialist society, the fundamental contra
dictions remain to be the contradictions between productive 
relationships and productivity .and between high-level construction 
and economic foundations. These contradictions only assume a 
fundamentally different nature and mt~nifest themselves in a ; ~ 
fundamentally different manner in. a socialist society." ffiee Note.J 
In the socialist society, the most important problem in the 
productive relationships, after the problem of ownership system 
has been resolved, is the inter-relationship between individuals 
in the course of productive labor, particularly .the relationship 
between the leadership and the masses. The "2-participation, 
1-innovation and 3-union" system is indeed a fundamental ll,leasure 
suitable ·to the continuous re-adjustment of productive relationships 
and certain links in the high-level construction in our socialist 
enterprises, so that they may prove better suited to the development 
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of productivity. By participating in labor, the cadres may better 
understand the conditions of production and the demands of the 
masses, -overcome the bureaucratic ten,dencies which isolate 
themselves from reality and the masses, and provide competent 
leadership in their relationship with the masses. By participating 
in management, the workers may better understand the leadership a:L1d. 

management work fu the enterprises, so that they may have a better 
over-all view in'. dealing with problems. In this way, favorable 
conditions are created for the solution of contradictions arising 
from the di~ferent roles of. the cadres and the masses and from 
their different viewpoints in dealing with problems. On the basis 
of the cadres' participation i~ labor and the workers' participation 
in management and in accordance with the spirit of the twin theories 
of permanent revolution and va.riOus stages in the revolut'ionar,Y 
development, we are to continuously and promtly revise those 
regulation$ and systems that limit the enthusiasm of the mass and 
that hinder the development of productivity and to better unite 
the leading cadres, workers and technical personnel, so as to 
achieve better coordination between politics and technology and 
between theory and practice. By doing so, we shall never fail to 
consciously deal with the contradictions between productive 
relationships and productivity and between high-level construction 
and economic foundations in our socialist enterprises, thereby 
achieving continued rapid development of productivity and continued 
leap forward in our production and construction. (Note: On the 
Question of Correcti Dealin with the Internal Contradictions 
among the Peopleo The People's Publishing Co., 1957, p. 10. 

The "2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system is an. 
important measure to intellectualize the working masses and to 
proletarianize the intellectual elements. 

During the past 2 or 3 years, there has been considerable 
improvement in the workers' professional techniques and cultural 
standard in all the enterprises and industries in Heilungkiang. 
The majority of the workers now working on the managerial staff 
in the enterprises are equal·. to their tasks. Moreover, about 
25 percent of the workers on the managerial staff of general 
enterprises and about 5 percent of the workers on the managerial 
staff of some advanced enterprises have achieved the competence 
of professional staff. Some of them have even reached the 
standard for the heads of functional sections in the plants or 
head of plants. The workers I technical competence .·has also 
improved considerably. Of the apprentice workers who entered 
the various plants in the second half of 1958, the majority can 
now handle the 2nd or 3rd grade work; some can even handle the 
4th or 5th grade work; and quite a few technical workers have 
achieved "1-specializati<;>n among other general skills." The 
workers' cultural level has also been raised considerably. Ma...'Yly 
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workers have .. learned to write and tQ compute in the course of thej.r 
actual wo;rk.;. and. in order to participate in mana.gementt they have 
found it.i.Inperat~ve to study culture. To date, from 80 to 90percent 
of the, workers in the province have participated in spare-time · 
cultural studies,· Similarly, m~y cadres who have learned some 
technical skills in the course· of their participation in labor~. 
For instance~ the majori'ty of the cadres in the Ch1 ing-hua. Tool 
Plant bave le.arned to master one or more types of work and the 
operational skills for 3 to 5 labor processesn . 

During the pa.st ,:.i? or 3 y~ars' the :Qroad working masses 
have,· :iP. the course of adopting the. ·11 2-participa.tiont 1-innovation 
and 3-union'' system 9 greatly raised their political-ideological 
level,' strengthened their sense of responsibility as masters and 
developed their communist working style~ The working masses he.ve 
all given due emphasis on.the study of political theories. To 
date, over 70 percent of the workers in the province have 
participated in the s:tu.dy of Mao Tse-tung' s writings and quite a 
few have learned to analyze and ·solv.e production and management 
problems by applying th~ viewpoints and methods as are presen,tad 
in such writings as .Qn_Oontradictions, On Practice and Qn the 
Question of Correctl~ Dealing~th _if!.e Inter~__Q.gntrad!.2,ti~ 
&m_ong the People" .. .. . . . . . 

· In summary, as a result of various movements~ a ·series of 
political-ideological work conducted by the party, and the · 
adoption of t:n.e ·"~-participation,. 1-iX,movation and 3-union" system 
in the last 2 or 3 . .years, a powerful, highly polit;i.cal con_sciousSI 
fairly cultured and skilled team of working class and a red and 
professional team of cadres have been rapidly grow:ing into 
maturity on the industrial front in Heilungkiang~ · :.; . 

. '· . .'. 

.II 
,J.-

' " 
Generally.speaking, the adoption, consolidation, improvement 

and development of. the "2~par-J;icipation, 1-dnnovation and 3-union° 
system in the industries and communioation-transnortation enter
prises in Heilurigk;iang have undergone 3 stages in the past 2 or.3, 
years. •' 

In March 1958, the Heilungkiang Pro.,;incial C~rillnittee called:· 
a .field conference, reviewing the experience .of Ch' iM··hua .Tool · 
Plant and Chien-hua. Machinery Plant in adopting. the .H2 ... partioipatio~1 
and 1-innovation" system. .This experience was soon propagated 
throughout the industries and enterprises in the whole province. 
In the general review of industries in the province, held in June 
and July, a full review of the functioning of the "2-partioipation 
and 1-innovation" system was conducted. Later, the experience of 
the Oh 1ang-ts'un Automobile Plant in bringing cad.res, workers and 
technical personnel under unified leadership was adopted in conjunction 
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with the 112-participation and 1:-innovation" system. In November, 
the Provincial Committee called a province-wide field conference 
on political work ill the industries, to conduct a general view of 
the experience in adopting the 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 
3-utj.ion" system with the view of further developing the system. 
This was the first stage. 

Early in 1959, in accordance with the directives of the 
party's Central Committee and Provincial Committee and with the 
policy adopted at the 8th session of the 6th Plenum of the Central 
Committee that mass movement must be coordinated with concentrated 
leadership, we began to re-examine and consolidate the functioning 
of the 11 2-participation, 1-i:qnovation and 3-union" system. In May, 
the provincial conference of cadres on 6 levels in the industries, 
under the auspices of the Provincial Committee, conducted a general, 
systematic survey of the experience in adopting the 11 2-participation 9 

1-innovation and 3-union" system; solved some problems arising from 
its adoption; stressed the need for strengthening professional 
management as well as the priority need for continuing to 
strengthen the mass management and conducted many construction 
programs on managerial affairs -- thereby better coordinating mass 
management with professional management and further consolidating 
and improving the functioning of the "2-participation, 1-innovation 
and 3-union" system. This was the second stage. 

By faithfully implementing the resolution adopted at the 
8th session of the 8th Plenum of the Party Central Committee, we 
made further progress in the mass drive to increase production and 
to achieve economy, with emphasis on technological innovation and 
technological revolution, in the enterprises. Particularly since 
the technological-innovation and technological-revolution, 
movement, with emphasis on mechanization, semimechanization, 
automation and semiautomation, was launched and the experience 
of the production movement conference was popularized, there has 
been new and fairly general development in the 112-participation, 
1-innovation and 3-union11 system. A new stage was thus reached .. 
The development and improvement of the 11 2-participation, 
1-innovation and 3-unionn system has contributed significantly to 
the improvement of managerial standard in the enterprises, to 
the development of the technological-innovation and technological
revolution movement and to the continued leap forward on all 
production fronts. 

In the past 2 or 3 years, the development and improvement 
of the "2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system have 
manifested themselves in the following several aspects. 
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Si.cmificaitt.kvelopJA~ID. in the Scope and ~stanp~.J[.Q~' 
Participation in Manage~ent. · 

Since the ·geriera1 popularization of ·the experience in 
"2-participation; 1-innova tion and. 3-union, '' we have, in accorda.rLce 
with the principle of ·coordinating concentrated leadership with 
level-by-level management, gradually expanded the scope of small
group management~ At first, the workers participated only in some 
of the small group's routine operation in production management; 
gradually, they have begun to participate in the small group's 
planning, technical supervision and cost management, ~tc. In this 
way, the small group has really become a strong administ·rative 
organization in the·· enterprise and the foundation of managerial 
work in the whole enterprise. 

It is the workers who formulate the small group 1s production 
plan, labor plan and cost plan and who revise various technical 
and economic requirements (to be evaluated and approved by the 
plant). This marks an important development in the workers• 
participation in management. Previously, it was the enterprise 
that formulated the production plan; generally speaking, it was 
a top-to-bottom process; 'the workers were chiefly responsible for 
the discussion about the execution of the plan and for the . 
formulation of·gtiarantee measures. Now, in some plants, it is 
the plant that establishes monthly production targets and it is 
the small group that fo~ulates :production plans, labor plans, cost 
plans and plans· on tech.."iical .organizational measures. Since the 
working masses· are directly engaged in pro'dnction and thus.most 
familiar with concrete conditions in productfon, they can. in the 
course of formulating these plans, .. concretely consider all 
objective conditions and at the s.ame· t'ime fully' consider various 
subjective conditions. They are familiar both with.material 
cond.i tions and with human oondi tions. Accordingly t ~their' plans 
are generally progressive and practicable. Having the small-grou:p 
plans formulated by the workers as a basis, the enterprise is able 
to formulate the plans for the entire enterprise much faster. For 
instance, the Ch1 ing-hua Tool Plant.cut down the time .for the 
formulatiOn of its production plan in 1960 by better .than two-·· 
thirds, as compared with the previous year. 

It :i.s extremely popular that the workers participate in the 
technical management. ·They participate not only in the examination 
of reasonable suggestions, in the,analysis of the quality of 
products and in the exa:nina:tion and repair of eq_uipment but .. also 
in th3 formulation of work schedule, in the designing Of products 
and in the scientific, technical study of new product~. that are 
large in size and refilied in craftsmanship •. • G.eneraliy speaking, . 
the workers participate in the designing of 40 to 50 percent of 
the products; in some cases, they participate in t_he designing of 
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80 percent of the products. The efficiency and quality of the 
designing have also improved noticeably. In 1959; the Ch'ing-hua 
Tool Plant undertook the task of designing 4 new products. With 
the then available professional staff of designers and u...~der the 
old system, the task would require 2 years; by letting the workers 
participate in the designing, the task was fulfilled in 3 monthso 
In order to facilitate the workers' participation in 'technical 
management, quite a few enterprises have adopted the 3-level 
(sections, workshops and small groups) management system. The 
workers are thus further encouraged to participate in technical 
management. 

After the workers participated in technical management, 
systems have been established for the inspection of products by 
the producers themselves and for the mutual inspection of the · 
quality of products within the small groups. By doing so, we 
have strengthened the workers' sense of responsibility for the 
~uality of products; well coordinated mass-nature inspection with 
professional inspection; and made. the work of q,ualitative inspection 
even more generalized, scientific and strict. We thus have more 
reliable guarantee for the qualitative improvement of products8 

In cost management, we have broadly adopted the system of 
economic auditing by small groups. Some enterprises which have 
successfully adopted the 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union11 

system, have also adopted the practice of fixed cost auditing. 
The cost is computed in terms of the various parts of the product~ 
The practice of daily auditing, weekly analysis and monthly review 
is followed. In so doing, auditing; analys;is and supervision are 
closely coordinated with each other• It is thus possible to 
promptly determine the causes for excessive or lowere~cost and 
to overcome·the shortcomings of the previous practice of general 
accounting at the end of each month. ·For instance, the "38" small 
group of the Ch 1 ing-hua Tool Plant discovered, in analyzing the 
economic activi~ies of the small groups, that an excessive amount 
of rags had been consumed in polishing the machine tools and that 
the consumption of auxiliary materials had exceeded the standard. 
The workers· of the whole group then picked up all the used rags 
and used them again and again after each washing. They know how 
to save one drop of oil and one piece of rag. In 1959, this small 
group saved as much as 2.7 times their combined annual wages. 
The workers said; "In the past, we were not masters of the house
hold and we did not realize how dear were firewood and rice; now, 
we are the masters and we are not to waste anything." As a result 
of all the savings, the cost of the whole plant declined month by 
month. As compared with the average actual cost in 1959? the cos~:; 

of comparable products declined by 1o52 percent in January; by 
4.27 percent in February; by 6.13 percent in March, after the 
adoption of fixed cost auditing; by 7.9 percent· in April,. by 17~49 
percent in !Visy;. and by 19.59 percent in June. · 
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The expansion of the scope of the workers'' participation ~ 
management .has been achieved on the basis of continuous rise in 
the professional stan.dard. · 1:1.t the same time, it ha.s ·in turn 
contributed to the· expansion of the workers 1 team parJ.;icipating in 
management and to the rise in professional standard. Generally 
speaking, from 30 to 50 percent of the workers have pa.rticipated 
in the small-group management. In the case of Ch'ing-hua, _Chien-hua 
and some other plants, practically all the workers have participated 
in management, following the adoption of such measures as "reserve 
personnel," "teacher and apprentice at one job," "more than one at 
one jobs" etc. The professional standard of worker-turned 
managerial personnel has risen considerably. For instance, the 
Ch'ing-hua Tool PlarLt sponsored a meeting on tne managerial work 
movement last March, at which 50 percent of the worker-turned 
managerial personnel demonstrated in the tests conducted that they 
had reached the standard of professional managerial personnel at 
similar jobs. Some worker-turn_ed target-fixers formulated the 
small group's monthly labor plan in 7 minutes; some worker-turned 
auditors compiled the small group's monthly cost plan in 4 minutes; 
the small group headed by Wu Kuang-ming accurately compiled the 
small group's monthly production plan in 40 minutes. 

Since the workers participated in management, many small 
production groups have accumulated rich experience and gradually 
established or perfected a set of relatively comprehensive 
manaserial system. For instance, the small production groups in 
the Ch' ing-hua Tool Plant have generally set up 4 books_,,. 5 . · 
accounts,· 8 charts, 5 meet;i.ngs and 10 systems ffiee Not~, which 
have contributed much to the consolidation and improvement of 
the system of workers' participation in the small-group managemento 
(Note: · The 4 books are: concerned respectively with .the registratio:1 
of reasonable suggestions, the recording of technical safety matte::r·s ~ 
the recording of changing shifts, and the recording of post-shift 
meetings. The 5 accounts are r~spectively for the registration of 
materials 9 the auditing of appropriated materials and eq,uipment, 
the registration of unusable products, the registration of spot 
inspections and the registrat·ion of embryo materials? and semi
finished·products. The 8 charts are to indicate: the daily 
progress iJ:l.monthly products?; the small groups' economic auditingt 
the record~ of work shifts; the production volume and work hours; 
the records of individual performance; the comparative evaluation 
of equipment maintenance and t 1 ai-hour records; the evaluation of 
workers 1 monthly perf o:rmanoe·; the weekly inventory of products; and 
the computation of workers I c wages. -"The 5 meetings are: pre-shift 
meetings1 post-shift meetings; meetings on the analysis of weekend 
economic activities·; meetings on estab.lished plans held on the 
first day of each month; and inspection and comparative evaluation 
meetings held on the last day of each month. The 10 systems are 
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concerned wi'.:;h: the small groups' t~chnical management; the 
responsibility for the ~uality of products; the responsibility 
for technical safety; security; shifts; performance evaluation; 
the management of· products in process; the management of materials; 
the management of tools; and the mana~ement of e~uipment~) 

In order to strengthen the work of the production small 
groups, many enterprises have established a nucleus small group, 
headed by the hea.d of the party small group and composed by the 
heads of production small groups~ the head of the union small group 
and the head of the Communist Youth Corps small group. This 
nucleus small group is designed to strengthen the collective 
leadership and to direct all the activities of the various small 
groups. Equal emphasis is placed on production and on management@ 
Equal attention is paid to thinking, studying and living. Many 
small grouJ?_S have l!eveloped the "4-guarantee11 and "6-success 11 

contests LSee Not~, with emphasis on production and chiefly on 
the basis of economic auditing, or "ideological-production leap 
forward" contests. By staging these contests, by reviewing 
various activities and by encouraging criticism and self-criticism7 

they have promoted the total development of the work of the small 
groupso (Note: The 4 guarantees are for: ideology, production, 
management, and living. '11he 6 successes are in: ideology, 
production, management, reform, unity and study .. ) 

Many small groups have been extremely successful not only 
in their economic work but also in their political-ideological work. 
The party small group constantly studies the workers' ideological 
conditions and performs the political-ideological work. Quite a 
few worker-turned managerial personnel are also interested in 
political-ideological work. For instance, some performance 
examiners, having discovered that some workers were poor in 
performance, would visit the homes of these workers and perform 
their political-ideological work there. The small group is also 
very concerned about the workers' life. It pays ey_ual attention 
to production and to·the workers' lifeo If one person is in 
trouble, everybody is to come to his aid, so that all the workers 
in the small group may devote themselves to production. The small 
groups pay particular attention to the workers' studies. In 
accordance with the needs of production, management and various 
movements it organizes the workers' studies by providing reading 
materials, by sponsoring discussions and by offering individual 
tutur!Ullg. The small group thus becomes an important place for 
the workers to study politics, culture, techniques and maria.gemento 

The Systematization of the Cad.Xes' Participation in Labor. 

Since the industries and enterprises in Reilungkiang faith
fully implement·ed the Central Committee's directive on the cadres« 
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participation iu labor, most.of the cad.res have participated in 
productive labor. Eowever, in the early period, such participation 
was unscheduled and undiscinlined. Sirice the Provincial Committee 
emphasized the implementati~n of "officers-serve-as-soldiers" 
measure, a sJrstem has been generally set up for the cadres 1 

scheduled pa~·ticipation in lab.or. In the meantime, various forms 
of participation for different types of cadres in different 
enterprises were devised. Thus the cadres 1 participation in 
labor has been determined both in form and in method. 

Since the 8th session of the 8th Plenum of the Central 
Committee of the party, many enterprises have created a system of 
coordination between work, labor and study, in response to the 
flourishing development of the technological-innovation and 
technological-revolution movement and the popularization of the 
production movement meetings. For instance, the Mu-tan-chiang 
Rubber Plant has adopted a "4-2-2 system11 with respect to the 
cadres in the sections and the Ch'ing-hua Tool Plant has adopted a 
11 1-(labor)-3-3 systemn ffiee Noti}. All these systems a.re designsc1 
to offer a coordinated, reasonable arrangement between the cadres' 
workt labor and study; to provide coordination between the ha~dling 
of routine duties, the intensive study of practice, the reviewing 
of experiences and the solution of problems;- and to fubili£er 
systematize and regularize the cadres' participation in labor. 
This is not only a new development in the cadres' participation 
in labor but also an important measure to further raise the cadres' 
political-ideological level and professional level and to further 
improve the working style of leadership and working methods. 
Since the lVIu-tan-chia.ng Rubber Plant adopted the "4""2-2 system," 
96 percent of the management cadres in the whole plant have 
regularly participated in labor, thus overcoming the previous 
shortcoming of intermittent fever. Since the Ch'ing-hua Tool 
Plant adopted the "1-(labor):-3-3 system," the cadres in the fiscal 
planning section have made dntensive field studies and since the 
beginning of this year submitted more than 20 survey rc§ports on 
multiple management and unified utilization among other to,icso 
(Note: The "4-2-2- system" means 4 hours of work, 2 hours of 
labor and 2 hours of study every daya In order to facilitat~ __ 
labor and study, a method of concentrated utilization of time is 
adopted: The afternoons on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays are 
allotted for study; the afternoons on Tuesdays, Thursdays:and 
Saturdays, for labor; ail mornings, for work. The "1.;.(labor)-3-3 
system11 means that.the cadres above the rank of section chief are 
to participate in labor for one month at a scheduled time every 
year and that the cadres in the sections are to labor one day 
every week and to devote one-third of the remaining time to 
routine duties, participation in the work of workshop small group 
and study in equal allotments.} 
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The cad.res' participation in labor and their regular appearan•:;,e 
on the forefront of production have greatly strengthened the 
leadership in production. Since the beginning of this year, the 
Sung-chiang .l!1lectric Machinery :Plant has adopted the method of 
coordinating leadership with the masses, thereby cultivating 
68 "experimental farms" in 8 workshops, cultivating 12 red-flag 
small groups that have achieved over-all leap forward, training 
168 superior worker-turned managerial personnel, popularizing 134 
items of advanced experience and effectively promoting the furthe~ 
development of the technological-innovation and technological~ 
revolution movement and the continued leap forward in productiono 
The cadres' participation in labor has solved not only the 
production problem but also the problem of workers 1 living 
conditions. The union chairman and the deputy head in charge of 
the workers' living conditions and welfare of the Ch 1 ing-hua Tool 
Plant have led the cadres in related sections to the dining hall, 
participating in labor, helping the dining hall to improve the 
kitchen equipment, increasing the variety of dishes served, 
improving the quality of foods and improving the service attitude 
of the dining hall personnel; the workers are extremely pleased. 

The cadres, by participating in labor, have further 
adopted the labor viewpoint and mass viewpoint; improved their 
ideological framework; changed their working style; and cemented 
their relationship with the masses. After more than 2 years' 
training, the cadres have strengthened their labor concept and 
become used to the participation in labor. Quite a few cadres have 
felt: that if they do not participate in labor now, they would 
seem to be hanging in mid-air ~- neither touching the sky nor 
resting their feet on the ground -- with an uncertain heart. As 
a result of their participation in labor, as is required under the 
new system, and their intimate contact with realities and the 
masses in the role of common laborers, the cadres have to a great 
extent overcome such bureaucratic tendencies as to indulge them
selves in calling meetings, issuing order, issuing directives and 
demanding charts and reports, while sitting in their offices, and 
cultivated such new working styles as to eat and live among the 
masses, to labor with the masses and to consult the masses. 

Continuous 1l!mrovement of Unreasonable Regulations and Syst~ms in 
~he Enterprises as Required by the Development of Productivi~. 

When the 11 2-participation and 1-innovation" system was first 
adopted, the principle task was to abolish those regulations and 
systems which unduly emphasized the system of plant-head 
responsibility at the expense of reliance on the leadership of the 
party committee and on the masses and which were detrimental to the 
development of production and at the same time to formulate a set 
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of regulations and systems which would.suit the system of plant-head 
responsibility under the leadership of t:ie pa-rty committee and 
facilitate the workers 1 participation in management as well as the 
cadres 1 participc.tion in labor. The enthusiasm of tile ma,sses 
was thus greatly enhanced and the great leap forward in production 
was facilitated. In May 1959, az·ound the time wher .. the provincial' 
meeting; of cadres on 6 levels in the J.ndustries was held, further·.··· 
concentrated effort was made to revise the regulations and systems 
with the view of re'."examining, consolida·~ing ~md improving the 
11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union11 system and in accordance 
with the principle of coordinating professional management with · 
mass management. In the course of this effort, we systematically 
formulated and perfected many -regulations and systems with the 
view of facilitating the workers' participation in management and 
at the same time strengthening professional management, thereby 
achieving better coordination between professional management 
and mass management. In the course of the technological-innovaticn 
and technological-revolution movement, which has been active since 
the winter of 1959, we have made another effort to revise the 
regulations and systems in response to the needs of the rapid 
development of productivity. In the course of this effortJ emphar.is 
was placed on regulations on techniques, regulations on operat~ons~ 
labor organization and .Production organization. According to the 
survey conducted by the Ch'ing-hua Tool Plant, 84 percent of the 
regulations on techniques were revised in this effort. In the 
course of tpe technological-innovation and technological .. revolution 
movement, the industries and enterprises in Ch'i-ch'.i .. ha-erh 
Hunicipality widely populariz.ed the experience in single-machine 
productive cooperatization .{f3ee Not~, thereby greatly reducing 
the time for production support, raising the equipment-utilizadon 
rate and economizing from 5 to 10 percent of the technical labor 
force. All :these innovations have not only greatly enhanced the 
enthusiasm and creativeness of the workers and augmented productbn 
but also further strengthened the workers 1 collectivist thinking . 
and better developed the communist spir:tt of cooperation" (Note: 
By "single-machine productive cooperatization" it is meant that 
single-person, single-machine operation is changed into cooperat:i.ve 
production by more than one person and one machine0) 

,Ponsiderable Development in the Form and Substance of "3-Union.; 11 

In the course of the technological··innovation and techhological
revolution movement, which took the form of production movement 
meetings primarily and which .emphasized mechanization, semi- · 
mechanization, automation and semiautomation, the 11 3-union" proved 
to be varied not only iri form but also in substance. Various forms 
of 11 3-union" have made their appearance in the enterprises. Nearly 
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all the workers have particip:ated in the "3-union" activities. In 
the meantime, the "3-union" has' took the form of coordination 
between plants, institutions of higher learning and scientific 
research departments and between plants, designing departments 
and utilization departments •. The wide application of all these 
forms of 11 3-union" have noticeably contributed to the further 
development of the technological-innovation and technological
revolution movement and the continued leap forward in productiona 
Now, the solution of all important problems in production techniques 
and the appearance of all important discoveries and inventions 
almost invariably represent the results of "3-urdon" activities~ 
For instance, the "3-union" research group surrounding the key 
organizations responsible for production techniques in the Hsin-feng 
Processing Plant has aclopted the "3-union" system ih all operationss 
ranging from the suggestion of programs, designing, experimentation 
and even manufacturing. rrhey have a "3-union" small group,. When 
they wanted to manufacture an automized production line, they 
succeeded in designing more than 800 parts and drafting more than 
100 installation charts in 5 days. In the course of the ambitious 
drive to revolutionize the designs of its products, launched at 
the beginning of this year, the Harbin Electrometer Bquipment 
Plant has established "3-union" spare-time scientific and 
technological institutes and groups in all the workshops, sections 
and small groups and together they have revised the designs of 
more than 270 products, simplified the structure of products, 
achieved economy in work-hou:rs and in raw materials, and greatly 
improved the efficiency of the electrometer equipment. The 
"3-union" method has been applied not only to the technological
innovation and technological revolution but also tm the various 
aspects in the work of enterprise management. 

Our experience in the past 2 or 3 years has convinced us: 
that the "3-union" method is a very good mass-·line working method 
and a Marxist-Leninist working method. Proper and full application 
of the "3-union" method is an important condition for the success 
of the.technological-innovation and technological-revolution 
movement, ,ie., proceeding along the correct, scientific and all
people roado 

Ftrl:lowing the further &evelopment of the technological
innovation and technological-revolution movement and the continuous 
consolidation and improvement of the "Q-participation, 1-innovation 
and 3-union" system, Mu-tan-chiang Municipality created the 
experience in a major reform of management tools last February. 
Soon after its appearance, this experience was popularized throug~J.~ 
out the province. Now, many enterprises have created various 
forms of speedy, electronic and automized management tools, with 
the result that the work efficiency has increased by several times 
or by dozens of times. These tools -- fast, timely accurate and 
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easy to master -- have offered convenient conditions for the 
. /.workers' participation in management and for the cadres' participar· 

'"' .. tion in labor and they have been enthusiastically welcomed by the 
~orkers and cadres. 

During the past 2 or 3 years, as a result of the continuous 
consolidation of the. party leadership in the enterprises,., the · 
~ide application.of the' methods of political leadership.and mass 
movement and the ·continuous consolidation, improvement and.·· · ... 
development of the 112-participation, 1-inn.ovation and 3-union" 
system, there have bee~ profound changes in the appearance of 
mar.•.agement work in the industries and communication-transportation 
enterprises in Heilungkiang and these chax1ges have effectivelY 
supported the further development of the technological-innovation 
and technological-revolution movement as well as the continued 
leap forward in production and construction. By the end of 1959, 
the degree of mechanization, semimeoha.nization, automation and 
semiautomation in the industries and communication-transportation 
enterprises in the whole province has reached 38.2 percent. By 
the end of June this yea;r, it rose to 77 .9 percent, with the . ·, 
appearance of 3,514 automized production lines, 590 automized and 
semiautomized work-shops and 100 automized and semiautomized plants., 
The pombined value of industrial production in the first half of 
this year has alreaq,y reached 51 percent of the target figure 
established for the whole year, i.e., an increase of 94.5 percent 
over the figure for the like period in 1959 and surpassing the 
production level in the gxeat-leap-forward year of 1958. Previously, 
production suffered from a sort of intermittent fever _ .. 1ntense 
early in the month or season and relaxed later in the month or 
season; now this "rule" has been broken, with the emergence of 
a new situation of over-all leap forward in production. 

III 

The 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system is, 
something new. As in the case of all new things, it must undergo 
a process of development from imperfection to perfection. 
Similarly, we must also undergo the process of practice, under·· 
standing, further practice and further understanding before we 
can understand and master fts law of development. After more than 
2 years 1 experience, we have not only gained a deeper understanding 
of the 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union'1 system but also 
accumulated some experience in. popularizing, consolidating, 
improving and developing this· e;yetem. 
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To Strengthen Party Leadership, To Insist on Political LeadershiJ2' 
To Achieve Closer Coordination Between the "2-Pa;rticipation, 
1-Innovation and 3-Union" with Energetic Mass Movements. 

The appearance and popularizat-ion of the 112-participation, 
1-innovation and 3-union" system is not only a revolution in the 
management system and leadership methods in the enterprises but 
also a profound political-ideological revolution in the industries 
and enterpriseso · 

As early as August 1955, the conference on political work 
in the industries, sponsored by the Heilungkiang Provincial 
Committee in accordance with the spirit of the 7th session of the 
4th Plenum of the Party Central Committee, had solemnly and 
sharply criticized the undue emphasis on the system of plant-head 
responsibility. In 1956, the first session.of the 8th all-China 
Party Congress expressly decided that the system of plant-head · 
responsibility under the leadership of the Party Committee be 
adopted in the enterprises. In the course of implementing this 
system in our industries and enterprises, we have waged a 
continuous struggle against the unduly emphasized system of plant
head responsibility; adopted some proper organizational measures; 
and reinforced the principal leading cadres of the Party Committee 
in the enterprises. We have thus gradually strengthened the 
party's leadership and political-ideological work in the enterprises 
and greatly enhanced the sense of responsibility of the working 
masses as masterso Particularly after the rectification campaign 
and the anti··rightist struggle, the. broad working masses, under 
the influence of the general line on socialist sonstruction and 
·the great leap forward in production, have developed the communist 
character of boldness in thinking and in actionand in order to 
develop production in consonance with the principle of 11 quality, 
quantity, economy and speed, 11 voiced the popular demand for the· 
revision of the management system in the enterprises and widely 
adopted the "R-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system. 
However, there are also some cadres and technical personnel who 
are skeptical of or opposed to the adoption of this systemo Even 
in the early stages under this system, they did not believe that 
the workers were prepared to participate in management; maintained 
that there was no need for the cadres to participate in labor; and 
objected to the revision of regulations and systems. In th~ course 
of adopting this system, a minority further attacked the system 
on the basis of some temporary and individual shortcomings 
resulting from our lack of experience in the early stages.. They 
said that the n2-participation and 1-innovation" system had 
"adversely affected the management work" in the enterprises; that 
11 the regulations and systems had been wrongly revised;" that 
"it was hardly necessary for the cadres to participate in labor;" etc., 
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The bone of contention was: with res~ect' to the management of . 
enterprises, whether we should have party leadership and political 
leadership; whether we should follow the mass line and launch 
mass movements; whether we should permit the masses to pe..rticipate 
in management. .Under the leadership of party· ccmmi ttees on all 
levels, we broadly mobilized the opinion of-the working masses. 
and severely criticized these erroneous ideas. As a result of 
numerous ideological struggles, the idea of placing one-sided 
emphasis on the system of plant-head res:PonsibilHy has been 
completely refuted and the idea of permitting the masses to 
participate in management and of insisting on party leadership 
have been engraved on the people's hearts. ~s the working masses! 
political-ideological consciousness and managerial ability 
continues to rise and following the mass movement launched on the 
industrial front, and particularly as a result of the further 
development of the technological-innovation and technological
i·evolution movement, the 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 
3-union" system has ?-lSO enjoyed continuous over-all development~ 

In summary, the process of adopting the "2-participation, 
1-innovation and :;-union" system has been a complicated process 
of sharp struggle. Only by strengthening the party leadership, ·b~r 
insisting on political leadership, by continuously overcoming the 
idea of placing one-sided emphasis on the system of plant-head 
responsibility and other erroneous ideas, and by coordinating the 
adoption of the "2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system 
with the development of the technological-innovation and technologicel~ 
revolution movement and with the effort to launch mass ~ovements 
can we continuously consolid.ate, improve and develop this new 
system o~ enterprise management. 

Make.the Small Group a Class-A Adininistrative Organization and 
Coordinate Professional Management with Ha.as Management by 
Strengj;hening the Small Group's Management Work • 

. To strengthen the· work .of the small group, to make the small 
group a Class-A administrative organization and to ·guarantee and 
consolidate the system of workers 1 participation in management i."l 
terms of organization ana e$sential to the successful function of 
the system. And 'the successful function:ing of the system of 
workers' participation in management is the basis-for the success~ 
ful management of the entire enterprise. At the same time, we 
should form party, Union and Conununist Youth Corps small groups 
as weli as the production small groups and make the party small 
group the nucleus, whose task is to fully develop the functions 
of the production, union and Communist Youth Corps small gToups. 
In response to the needs of the development of pr~duction and the 
improvement of the workers'· managerial ability, we should promptly 
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and properly determine the substance and scope of the small g~oup 1 s 
managerial jurisdiction; establish and perfect a set of systems 
governing the small gToup's managEiment;, adopt various methods to 
prepare the workers for managex~al assignments; strengthen the 
political-ideological work; and continuously improve the managerial 
standard of the small gTOup~ 

Our experience in adopting the "2-participation, 1-i,nnovation 
and 3-union" system in the last 2 or 3 years has fully proved that 
professional management and mass management serve to regulate and 
facilitate each other. If professional management does not rest 
on the basis of mass management, it would isolate itself from the 
masses and'from reality and the management work would not be · 
performed satisfactorily.; On the other hand, if mass management 
is not placed under the leadership of professional management, it 
is also difficUlt to consolidate, improve and develop the mass 
management. Therefore, we should not one-sidedly emphasize or 
neglect either aspect. Only by properly coordinating one with 
the other can we expect them to facilitate each other and thus 
improve the over-all mana5erial standard in the enterprise .. 

How are we to achieve 'the close coordination between 
professional management and mass management? We must not only 
solve the ideological problems but also learn to benefit by the 
recent experience of many enterprises in doing so. For instance, 
some plants have coordinated professional management with mass _ 
management by forming tilines, 11 "dragons," and "networks" Lsee NotY 
in accordance with their functions, and by lauching·contests both 
horizontally and vertically. There are also plants that have 
adopted the forms of "3-union" meetings and 11 3-union" contests. 
All these are good methods and may be further popularized. 
(Note:. By "line" and "dragon" it is meant that in each functional 
system the plant, the workshops and the small gTOups are to be 
horizontally linked together. By "network" it is meant that the 
various functional systems are to be vertically as well as 
horizontally Il:inked together' into a "network.") 

The Need to Coordinate the Implementation of the "2-Participatiof!9 

1-Innovation and 3-Union" System with the Campaign to Improve the 
Working St.yle of Leadership. ·· 

To faithfully implement the "2-participation, 1-innovation 
and 3-union" system is a fundamental measure to improve the working 
style and working methods of leadership, and to overcome bureaucratisill, 
orderism and subjectivism. By adopting the system of cadres' 
participation in labor,, we may enable the cadres to participate, i::i · 
proLmction, to lead production, to familiarize themselves with 
reality and with the masses and to cement the relationship between 
the leadership and the masses. By adopting the system of workers 1 
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participation ih management,-wa m~ bonsiderably lighten the 
respohsibilities of lee,dei•ship an.cl. ehlll.ble the leading oaclres to 
ha\Te' sufficient time ·'to· participate. in labor, to ·review the work, 
to orystalize experience and to learn political theories and 
operational techniques, therapy further improving the lea.de:rship 
standard. On th.a 'basis of successful ftinctioning of "2-partioipat:i.c.us" 
we may revise the regulations anc1 aystems even: more properly and 
apply the·.'! 3:""union" method to , various ta.sir.a even more broadly o 

Experience has provedthatwherever the "2-partioipa.tion, 
1-innova-t;ion and 3-union" system £'unctions well, there is better 
performance' 'in p:-oduct:i.on and in ·other tasks and there is less 
tend.ency· ~owin'd bureaucrat ism, orderism and subjectivism. The. 
improvement. of the working style of 1leadership may in turn .. 
facilitate· the improvement and .development of the ''Q-particj.pa:!iio::.19 
1-innovation and }·union" systemo " 

The Need to Coordinate the Implementation of .the "2-ParE-..Q.!P.ati~!h 
.1:!.nno\Tation end· 3-Un~" System with the · Ove~..ll,.1@..P.!'.QY!l~.£f 
the.Workers' Political..;Ideological Level2·Teohnical Level a.nd 
Cultural Level. · 

The process of eonsolidating, improving and developir1g the 
system of workers' participation in management is closely related 
to the general improvement of their politica.l-ide·ologioal level,· 
technical level and cultural le.vel. In the early stages ·Of 1;his 
experiement, we first tried to enhance the workers' sense of 
responsibility as master, to abolish their superstitious beliefs, 
to liberate their minds and to solve the problem. of whelbher they 
were sufficiently prepared for management. Later, we tried to 
intensify the training of managerial .personnel, to oontinously 
improve theirmana,,:.erial ability aild to solve the problem of 
whether they had been ·successful in managerial IJOSts. ·.With 
respect to training, ma.n;y enterprises have adopted such.methods as 
ola.ssro·om lecturing, spare.;.time training programs, professional 
discussions, individual tutoring, tests and oral examinations; 
field visits, exchange of exp·erienoes, etc. All these methods 
have proved to be effective. In .order to further improve, 
systematically and generally, the workers' political, professional, 
cul tu.ral and technical preparedness f the enterprises -have 
la'linched. the movement to study the writings of Mao Tseo..tung~ , ·. : 
intensified the spare-time technical and cultural education of 
the workers; and formulated comprehensive arrangements and long
term plans with respect to the varioue aspects of the masses' 
education. In so doing, they have created the favorable conditions 
for the sonsolidation, improvement and development of the 
112-participation, 1-innova.tion a.nd 3-union" system. 
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To Ad.apt the 112-Participation2 1-Innovatj.on and 3-Union" Syste'!! 
to Realities and To Continuously Consolidatei' Improve and Develop 
the System by Reviewi:Qg_,the Experian~. 

The 11 2-participation,~ 1-innovation and 3-union" system is 
an experience of general significance,;. · However, in view of the 
differences in production characteristics, in operational basis 
and in working conditions between the various businesses and 
enterprises, the methods and procedures to implement the system 
should be likewise different. In the past 2 or 3 yea.rs, some 
businesses and enterprises have successfully implemented the 
system in accordance with their respective circumstances. :For 
instance, some communication-tr~nsportation enterprises have,.: in 
accordance with their charac·t;eri'.stics -- e.g., fluidity, dispersion 
and continuous production -- adopted the forms of simultaneous 
a:1d alternating shifts with re.spect to the cadres 1 participation 
in labor. Some units in forestry have, in accordance with their 
characteristics -- e.ga, field dispersion and operations in o:pen 
air -- adopted such methods as field operations, "following shifts" 
and "following key operations" w:i.th respect to the cadres' 
participation in labor. Some coal-mining.enterprises have, in 
accordance with the constantly.changing conditions in labor. 
organization, adopted such methods as "more than one person at 
one post" and "transfer of worker-turned managerial personnel'' 
with respect to the workers' participation in management. Besides~ 
with respect to the organization of production and the number of 
and division of labor between the worker-turned managerial 
pe:i:·sonnel, most enterprises have formulated such plans as are 
best suited to their respective· practical conditions and 
characteristics. In summary, in view of the differences in 
production characteristics between the·various businesses and 
enterprises and between the small and large plants or between 
the new and oil plants in the.same enterprise, we should 
implement the 11 2..;.participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system 
in accordance with given conditions. and should not adopt a 
uniform method. 

The 11-Q--participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" system is 
something new. In the course of its implementation, we should, 
in the light of the development of production, the improvement of 
the cadres' working style, the imprqvement of the workers' 
managerial ability and the accumulation of leadership experience, 
review our experiences from time to time, enrich the substance 
of the system and continuously try to solve the problems arising 
in the course of its .implementation, so· as to achieve the 
continuous consolidation, improvement and development of this 
system. 

*** 
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The appearance of the 11 2 ... participation, 1-innovation and 
3-union" system and its popularization, consolidation9 improvement 
and development are by no means accidental, but due to the fact 
that under the leadership·of the party central committee and 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung we have continuously st:t:"engthened the pa.r·ty 
leadership and insisted on.political leadership and mass movement 
in the industries ~d communica.tion-:transportation enterprises in 
Heilungkiang, that we· .have continuously (}ritic;i.zed and eliininated 
the influence of one-sided emphasis on the system of pleny-head 
responsibility and faithfully implemented the system of plant-head 
responsibility under the leadership of the party committee and 
the system of·we>rkers' convention, and that we hav:e insisted on 
the general line .and the great leap forward. In the final analysis~ 
they represent the· product of Mao Tse-tung's ide~. thatthe general 
truth of. Mar,Jeism-Leninism be eoordinated with the practice of 
Chinese revolution and construction -- a victory of Mao .Tse-tung' a 
idea in enterprise management. The continued de~relopment and 
improvement of the 11 2-participation, 1-innovation and 3-union" 
system in the future will certainly push t.he technol~gical... . 
innovation and technological-revolution .movement and production and 
construction programs on ·i;he industrial and communication
transportation fronts in Heilwigkiang to a new anq unpr.ecedented , 
high tide. · 

(Editor's Note:· The a'llthor of this articie is the 
Secretary of the Secretariat of the CCP Heilungkiang Provincial 
Committee.) 

'· '''.: 
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III. FOLLY liI'.I'ILIZE THE WILD FIBERS 

Pages 16-21 Wang Ta-ch 1eng 

Since the great leap forward in 1958, the textile industry 
has, under the leadership of the party, opened up a new front, 
i.e., the utilization of wild fibers. Many of the wild fibers, 
p:-eviously regarded as "useless,," have turned into useful raw 
materials for the textile industry, as a result of the creative 
labor of the broad masses. They have made it possible to increase 
the production volume and variety of ·textile products and thus 
met the demands of society. Particularly since the beginning of 
this year, as a result of the continued leap forward of the textile 
industry and the further development of the technological-innovation 
and technological-revolution movement sponsored by all the people~· 
there has been further development in the utilization of wild 
fibers. The broad working masses in the textile induStry have not 
only been energetically engaged in the utilization and study of 
wild fibers but also gone to the mountains and rliral areas to 
assist the .commercial departments and people's communes in the 
gathering; pilrchase arid processing of wild fibers. Many enterprises 
have helped the people's communes in the establishment of t'o-
chiao plants. Many textile machinery plants and the workshops of 
textile plants are in the process of making skinning machinery for 
the people's communes. A mass drive to utilize the wild fibers has 
been launched enthusiastically in many localities. 

I 

These wild fibers a.re the plant fibers or animal fibers th'.1-t 
have not been fully utilized and that could be spun. They a.re to 
be distinguished from such textile raw materials as the cotton, 
wool, hemp~ silk and chemical fibers that have already been widely 
utilized in the textile industry. 

The raw materials for our textile industry come chiefly 
from agriculture and pastoral industry. However, much of the 
stems, skins and sheels of agricultural crops and of the hair and 
wool<l of domestic animals is ;yret to be utilized as spinable fibers" 
In the case of cotton, for instance, we have utilized its fruit; 
i.e., raw cotton, in making cotton ye.nns and cloth and its seeds 
in extracting oil; but large quantities of cotton skin have always 
been used only as firewood. Actually, there is a considerable 
amount of spinnable fibers in the cotton skins, which could be 
used in making ropes, sacks, material for wrapping cloth, etc. 
Again for instance, the linseeds, cultivated over extensive areas 
in the Northwestern and Northern provinces, have mostly been usea_ 
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in maldng linseed dil; actually the li~seed fibe~s are comp~ratively 
good in fineness t stren.gth, colorin.g and elasticity and could be 
used in making sacks, sail cloth, wrapping cloth and cloth for 
apparel. Again for instar ... ce, the mulberry trees in ·the south have 
to be chipped every year. and the fibers of the milberry skins are 
actually good enough to be mixed with silk in making cloth for 
apparel. Other fibers such as those of bamboo skins and sugar 
cane a.kins could also be used in making ropes and hemp bags. As 
for the animal fibers, we have only ma.d~ use ,of the l~b 1 s wool and 
there ~re many others that could be .used in the textile industry~ 
For instance, the r~bbit hair is light, warm and soft and it 
could be mixed with lamb's wool and silk in making textile 
products of better quality. Again for instance, the wi.ld yak wool 
produced in Tibet, Tsinghai9 Sinkiang and Kansu could be spun into . 
high-grade products such as long-haired o~tercoat material and 
sweaters. The hair of hogs, horses and cows ·could a.11 be made into 
blankets and carpets. 

The resources of wild plant fibers are extremely abundant in 
our country.·. Unfortunately, we have let them grow and die by 
themselves without making much use of them. Actually, much of 
these fibers could be used as textile raw mat.erials. According to 
incomplete statistics, there are more than 1.00 kinds .of wild plant 
fibers that could be spun. Of·-these, some are herbs; some are 
plants; some are readily adaptable to _various surroundings as they. 
grow on the plains or mounds and in mountain or basin or swamp 
districts. ·For instance, lo-pu hemp is found in :1:-arge quantities 
on the sandy fields of Sinkiang, Kansu and Shensi e.nd along the 
beaches of Shantung and Kiangsu. It is a wild plant, which has . ,, · 
great resistance to cold and drought and whiQh. is not af~ain of 
alkalies. Its fibers are not weak in- compressibility ~d are 
fairly good in strength and in fineness. They could ~~ spun 
either inde}.Jendently or with lamb's wool or cotton for making·. 
cloth for apparel, threads ot' fishing nets, lea~her threads, etc • 
.Again for instance, the chih-ma of the Northeaster11 provinces 'is 
comparable to ya-ma in quality and cou~d be used in making: · 
material for summer clothes and industrial Pl:'Od'\l.cts. · The wild 
Chinese Grass in Hupen, Hunan and Honan.does not. compare 
unfavorably to the domestically-cultiv13.ted Chinese Grasse 
Other wild fibers available in large quantities include creepers~ 
non-she-t'eng and tuan skins, which could be used to replace 
hemp in making sacks and sack cloth; once they are processed. 

There are also large quantities of refuse cotton and used 
textile goods and some could be re-spun into wrapping cloth and 
public utility cloth. 

Suffice it to show that by fUlly utilizing various wild 
fibers and by turning the useless into the useful, we would be able 
to increase the a.mount and variety of textile raw materials, thereby 
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contributing significantly to thEl de,velopment of the textile 
industry. There are some 10 millid.tj. 'tan :of cotton skin fibers 
alone in the country. The resources are even more impressive if 
we cotint also the linseed, lo-pu-ma, chih-ma and other wild fibers .. 

. By tuilizing these fibers, we shall be able to produce. a g+eater 
variety of textile goods and thus better serve the 'needs of society~ 
In.the first half of this year, the country produced more than 
20 million sacks and more than 70 million meters of cloth as a 
result of using these wild fibers in mixed-spinning. A large 
<:1.uantity of the' cloth thus made is in the form of wrapping cloth 
and public utility cloth; a part of it can be used for apparel. 
In addition, we have made many small products, e.g., shoe-soles, 
hats, socks, book-bags, carrying bags, etc., which have been well 
received by the consumers. 

By utilizing the wild fibers, not only can we increase the 
supply of raw materials for the textile industry but we may also, 
in the process of prodessing and utilization, produce many producta, 
e.g., fertilizers, starch and k'ao-chiao, to meet t.he needs of 
agriculture, auxiliary operations and the like. In the case of the 
Fei-ma People's Commune in San..;t'ai Hsien of Szechwan Province, 
for instance, they have succeeded in making unified utilization 
of the wild fibers,. Out of every 100 chin of grass, which had been 
steamed and boiled in lye, they could get 65 chin of boiled fibersa 
In addition, they' have extracted more than 200 chin of fertilizer, 
45 chin of starch and 10 chin of K1ao-chiao from the used liquid. 
The fertilizer thus produced by the various communes have been 
used in the fertilization and re-fertilization of 500,000 mou of 
srping crops this year. The starch thus processed has been used 
to feed the hogs, thereby contributing to the development of the 
hog business. 

Unified utilization of wild fibers has opened up a wide 
road for the development of the hsien-operated and commune:.. 
operated industries. In the last several months, Liaoning 
Province alone has established more than 4~0 plants for the 
unified utilization of wild fibers in .the people's communes. 
Some modern textile enterprises have also helped the people's 
communes in the construction of t'ou-chiao and processing plants, 
in accordance with the form of plant-commune cooperation. For 
instance, the Ying-k'ou Textile Mill in Liaoning Province has 
helped the communes in establishing more than 20 processing plantse 
All these actions have not only effectively facilitated tµe 
.utilization of wild fibers but also bolstered the economy of the 
communes and increased the income of the commune members. 
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II 

. To use the wild fibers as raw materials in the textile 
industry is a significant event. Hoever, its function and the 
possibilities of its wide appiic!:\-tion was not fully appreciated 
by the Pe,6ple in the beginning •.. Moreover, in the course of 
implementation, there have been many practical problems awaiting 
soluti.on~ . The process of utilizing wild fibers in the past 2 years 
is not orily a process of continuously solving various practical 
difficulties but also a process of continuously overcoming various 
ideological obstructions.. . · · . 

Some people are of the opii:lion that the·wild fibers.are 
coarse in·;,quality, that nothing of value could come out of these 
fibers and that their utilization·value is not great. Generally 
speaking, the wild fibers are soft, lacking in uniformity and 
high in miscellaneous content. However, this is not tu.re of all 
wild fibers. Some wild. fibers--e.g.lf lo-pu-ma, linseed, wild 
Chinese grass, rabbit hair and wild yak:wool -- are better in 
quality a.nd could be used in themariufacture of high...;grade products. 
Even in the case of these wild'fibers that are relatively inferior 
in quality, they could be us~d to produce products for various 
purposes if only they are'pro:perly utilizedo Society has a.great 
variety of demands fo:r text:i.le:goods. · tlome are for us to wear; 
some are for us to use. Thef serve no fewer than several hundred 
purposes. We shouid use. different raw materials in·· accordance 
with. ·hhe different purposes:· that ·d.ifferent products are to serveo 
In some cases, we may and should use the relatively coarse raw 
materials; in some.other cases, we should use materials of finer 
quality. In this way, we .wouid'be able to utilize all the usable 
textileuraw materials most economi6allY and properly and at the. 
same time reserve those fibers of better'quality for the 
production· o·f products of higher quality. For instance,. by usi:1g 
the wild fiber!9 in making wrapping cloth, we l1lay use the cotton,· 
which was previously used in niS:king wrapping clo'th, in making 
cloth for apparel •. By' using the wild fibers in making sacks, we 
may use the yellow hemp in making.soil 'C'loth or other textile 
goods; ·At present, we are yet unable to meet''-the increasing 
demands of the people for'various textile goods. It is therefore 
all the morE:J important that we try to utilize. the wild fibers. 
In 19·59 for instance, the lridustrially ·used cloth and public 
utility cloth.constituted no less than 16.8 percent of all' the 
cotton cloth. produced.< No less than····120 million meters o:!; 
industrially'used cloth were used in cotton wrapping and in 
making sugar bags; and much of the public utility cloth was used 
in making· work-clothes' tent cloth, window curtains'·. table cloth, 
sofa covers, etc. In all these cases, substitutes could be made of 
wild fibers. By doing so, we woµld serve the original purposes 
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equally well and at the same time may have more cotton cloth left 
for the peop'ie' s other needs. In effect, we have thus increased 
the supply of cotton cloth. 

We expect a great increase in the cotton, wool, hempi silk 
and chemical fibers in the future 1 but the utilization of wild 
fibers will remain signifioanto For the social needs always are 
on the increase and the quality of products made of wild fibers 
will also be steadily improved as a result of technological 
development. In order to utilize the materials in nature to cree.:::;8 
more social wealth, we must also fully utilize these resources. 
Therefore, the utilization of wild fibers is not a temporary 
measure but a long-terin policy to develop the textile industry. 

Some people have argued that H is not economical to 
utilize the wild fibers, for the value of production is low and 
cost is high. At present, the production value of textile goods 
made of wild fibers is generally lower than that.of similar 
products made of cotton, wool, .hemp or silk fibers. However, by 
turning the "useless" into the "useful, 11 we have greatly 
increased the production value of the entire national economy. 
If we do not make active use of the usable fibers, we would on the 
contrary cause undue wastefulness in the whole society. We must 
therefore consider the question of production value from the view
point of the entire national economy and should not consider this 
question from the localized viewpoint of a single enterprise~ Due 
to our lack of experience, the cost of products made of wild 
fibers was generally higher than otherwise; but this was a 
temporary phenomenon. As we continue to improve the techniques 
of production and management, the cost will certainly decline. 
There are numerous vivid examples to prove this. For instance 9 

the Hemp Mill in Chung-chiang Hsien of Szechwan Province is a 
small mill, which has grown from scratch and employed the native 
methods. At first, much labor.force was consumed; the production 
efficiency was low; and the cost was very high. However, having 
launched the technological-innovation and technological-revolution 
movement and as a result of continuuus improvement of production 
equipment and production tools, it ha.s succeeded in increasing 
the production efficiency greatly and in ~educing the cost 
considerably. The cost of a sack has declined from 4.7 yuan in 
the beginning to 2.2 yuan an.d the. cost of a bolt of wrapping cloth 
has declined from approximately 9 yuan to 2.7 yuan. Within half 
a year, it has succeeded in getting back all the investments in 
the construction of the mill. Again for instance, the Ch1ang-te 
Sack Factory in Hopeh is a modernized factory. When it first used 
the wild fibers, the cost was also. very high. Later, they creat~:,::'.. 
the experience of making sacks out of mixe~ fibers of raw cotton 
skins and yellow hemp, so that the raw cotton skins did not have to 
be processed before they could be used for m8.king sacks. By doing 
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so, it has not only g'".L'ea tly ecol:lomized. the consumption of alkalies 
and labor force but also raised. the utilizatioh rate of the cotton 
skin fibers. The raw materials uaed to make one sack previously 
can now be used to make 1 • 5 sacks. The cost of the ra.w ma terie ls 
used in making·one sack has declined by one--third, among other 
cost reductions. 

Since the beginning of this year, we have been energetically 
engaged in the unified utilizat:ion program in the processing mf 
wild fibers and thus opened up a wide road for increasing the 
economic value of wild fibers and reducing the cost of production. 
For instance, as a result of unified utilization, the Fei-ma People 1s 
Commune in San-t'ai Hsien of Szechwan has produced large quantities 
of :fertilizer and fodder, thereby increasing the economic value of 
every 100 chin of grass from the original 3 yuan to 118 yuan and the 
economic value of 100 chin of raw cotton skins from the original 
11-plus yuan to 68 yuan. Again for instance~ the Ma··lu-ho 
Processing Plant in En-Shih Hsien of Hupeh has reduced the cost 
of wild fibers by 50 percent in the processing of k'ou-chiao alone~ 
as a result of unified utilization. 

All these facts have proved that after we further g~asped 
the law of utilizing the natural resources by relying on the masses~ 
we may create more and more material weal tho Therefore, ·wide 
utilization of wild fibers would not prove in any way "uneconomical" 
but on the contrary .it offers great hopes and a great futureo 

Some people have·argued that the wild fibers cannot be 
utilized in large quantit~es .and constantly -- in view of the fact 
that they are widely scattered, of great variety and with di ff ercn·b 
properties, that they have to be. processed before utilization, tha<; 
we do not have enough material equipment and that it is very 
difficult at this stage to master the techniques. True, ·the 
utilization of wild fibers is a new task and we must search for a 
set of new production methods applicable to the wild fibers. 
Exactly-for this reason, we must rely on the masses and in every 
way create and accumulate experiences •. Any technical experience 
in production is to be gradually learned in the couse of practice 
and it does not come from the sky. In this connection, the. 
reliance on the enthusiasm of the hsiens and people's communes, tbe 
unification of native and foreign methods, the "start-with-nativeft' 
method" approach, adaptation to given circumstances, on-the-spot 
processing and unified utilization are of great significance. L~ 
this way, we may do more and faster; we may make full use of the 
many resources scattered in the vicinity; and we may save the 
labor force for the transportation of raw materials. Meanwhile, 
different places may create such experiences as are suited to 
their processing and utilization in accordance with the different 
properties of various fibers. Take processing for instance. If 
we insist on using the foreign method, we shall have to manufacture 
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new equipment and to consume large quantities of alkaliese By 
following the 11 start-from-native"".!11ethod" approach, we may adopt 
various measures under local coµditions. To date, the masses have 
invented more than 40 processingi,methods. In addition to natural 
germs, such substitutes as lime, grass and plant ashes, used 
liquid from printing plants, steel sediments and burner-ashes 
have been used for alkalies. 1rhe Ch 1 i-li-ying People 1 s Commune 
in the Hsin-hsiang Special District of Honan has followed the 
"start-from-native-method" approach and can process materials 
with only one cooking-pot, one vat and one piece of cloth. The 
Ch 1 eng •• teh Sack Factory in Hopeh has invented a machine to deal 
with the raw cotton skins, thus using no alkalies at alle 

Of course, by emphasizing the "start-from-native-method" 
approach it does not mean that we do not want the foreign method. 
There are large quantities of wild fibers. Some are found in a 
concentrated area. Some are of better quality. In these cases, 
the big, foreign-styled enterprises must actively use them. 
Moreover, the successful application of the foreign method would 
contribute to the improvement of the native methods. Experience has 
proved that if only we can grasp the characteristic properties of 
various wild fibers and their common property, process the wild 
fibers before utilization in such a way as to adapt their 
properties to the available textile equipment, and continuously 
improve equipment, techniques arLd operations, it would be entirely 
possible to utilize the wild fibers in the production departments 
of existing textile enterprises. For instance, on the modernized 
hemp-weaving machines, we previously used only yellow hemp in 
making sacks; following a period of researc~, we have found it 
possible to use mixed fibers of cotton skins and yellow hemp and 
in the experiments conducted in some plants to use cotton skins 
exclusively. We have also gained some preliminary experience in 
using wild fibers to weave yarns and cloth. In some districts, 
plans have been formulated to design special equipment for making 
yarns and cloth out of wild fibers. In this wayt the simultaneous 
application of native and foreign methods, which supplement and 
complement each other, we shall soon discover a comprehensive set 
of new techhiques for the utilization of wild fibers. In order to 
make full use of wild fibers, many big enterprises have helped 
the people's communes in building plants for the processing of raw 
materials and in implementing unified utilization; in turn, the 
people's communes w:>uld supply the plants with raw materials. 
In some cases, cooperation in processing operations has been 
achieved between the modern textile mill, the manual textile mill 
and the people's commune. For instance, the Hsin-hsiang Special 
District in Honan has achieved the cooperation between the Yu-pei, 
Hua-hsin, Chung-yuan and Ch 1 eng-hsing cotton mills and brought all 
the manual textile mills, processing plants and commercial 
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departments in the neighboring hsiens under one unified organization, 
under which the various component parts support one another by 
division of labo1~ as agreed upon.· In this way, all the active 
elements are mobilized; a formidable army is ready to attack the 
wild fibers; and the utilization of wild fibers' becomes a flourish ... 
ing mass movement that unifies the urban and ru:ral areas as well 
as the native and foreign methods. . 

Some people are of the opinion that the wild fibers being 
widely scattered, much labor is to be consumed in gathering, 
processing and transportation, thus affecting agricultural 
productiono Of course, it requires a certain amount of labot to 
gather the widely scattered wild fibers and to undertake such 
preliminary processing operations as skinning and shredding; 
however, if only we are to fully demonstrate the superiority of 
the people's communes, make over-all arrangements, exploit the 
potentials of labor force, adopt the methods of unifying regular 
and special operations and of coordinating the professional teams 
with the masses and to launch an energetic technologicaluinnovatio::: 
and technological-revolution movement .. ~ i!mder the leadership of 
the party committee and on the premise of guaran.teeing adeg_ue.te 
supply of foodstuffs, we would be able not onlyto insure agricultural 
production but.also fulfill the task of gathering and processing 
wild fibers in accordance with the demands of "quality, quantity, 
economy arid speed." ·su-lu lisien of Hopeh is, in this connection, 
a very good example. In the Small Autumn Earvest Movement in 1959; 
they mobilized the masses in a mass cotton-skinning drive centering 
about water conservancy construction. In the course of this drivcp 
all the labor force was properly organized; half-labor units were 
used wherever possible; suprise attacks were launched between 
harvesting operations. In this wa:y, they fulfilled the cotton.
skinning task and overfulfilled the exportimg task within a short 
period. Hin-shui Hsien of Szechwan adopted the "specialj" 
"borrowing," "surprise," "carrying," and 11 digging" methods in the 
processing and utilization of raw materials. "Special" means the 
establishment of special teams for the processing of raw materialsn 
''Borrowing" means to borrow the services of other personnel" 
"Surprise" means to organize "small surprise attacks" wheneve:r 
necessary. "Carrying" mem s the widely launched and every active 
movement "to ·carry tools going out and to bring back a bundle of 
grass coming home"" 11 Digging" means to dig the potentials of tha 
labor force in the commune. In this way, while agricultural 
production is given priority emphasis, the question of labor force 
is properly solved. It is also possible to continuously improve the 
labor productivity in the gathering and processi~g of wild fibers,. 
For instance, each person could skin some dazen chin of cotton 
manually every day. The Textile Industry Dep~rtment of Shantung 
has invented a cotton-skinning machine, whieh·is simple in structure~ 

. .' ' ! ' . ~ 
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light in weight, made of very little material, high in efficiency 
and easy to operate. This machine can skin 30 chin of cotton eve~"Y 
hour. Particularly since the movement for the unified utilization 
of wild fibers has been launched, the gathering, processing and 
utilization of wild fibers has be.en closely coordinated with the 
current agricultural production~ :~ot only the industries are thus 
supported but agriculture is developed. Not only the major 
industries are supported but the comune-operated industries a.re 
developed. Hence, the processing and utilization of wild fibers 
and agricultural production support and facilitate each other. 
Suffice it to show that if only we make proper arrangements and 
implement the program of technological innovation and technological 
revolution, it is also entirely possible to solve the problem of 
labor supply. 

III 

Our experience in the past 2 years has proved tha·t the 
processing and utilization of wild fibers ~romise a great future. 
There are many materials in ·the world of Nature that have no~11 been 
utilized, only because we have not understood their properties 
and grasped their patterns. However, under the leadership of the 
party and the influence of the party's general line, if we further 
cherish the ambition to conquer Nature, we shall be able to 
continuously grasp the laws of Nature in the course of practice, 
to dig out the treasures of Nature and to increase the wealth of 
society. As Co:r.!).rade Mao Tse-tung so aptly said: "Socialism has 
not only liberated the laborers and means of production from the 
olO. society but also liberated the vast world of Nature which the 
old society could not utilize .. " .ffiee Nati} (Note: The S~~hti:. 
:Jh2sui·~e in the Chinese Villages. The People's Publishing Co., 
1956, P• 578 .. ) 

.Although the utilization of wild fibers has become a large~ 
scale mass movement, its development has-been uneven. It is yet tc 
be conducted extensively and intensively in some areas. We have 
not quite understood some of the resources that could be utilizedQ 
We have not yet succeeded in solving some technical problems dn 
processing and in utilization. It is therefore necessary that 
we further strengthen the leadership of the party~ faithfully 
implement the party's general line for socialist construction and 
a set of 11 two-leg11 policies, insist on_political leadership1 

launch energetic mass movements, develop the campaign for 
technological innovation and technological revolution, and 
intensify communist cooperation, so as to further intensify, 
broaden and perpetuate the development of the mass movement for 
the utilization of wild fibers. For the time being, particular 
attention should be paid to the following tasks: 
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First, to continue to gather and purchase as mnch wild I>ibers 
as possible• It is ·now the small summer-harvest season for the wjJ.d 
fibers and the small autumn-harvest season is soon to come. The 
people throughout the country should grasp the opportunity to 
successfully fulfill the task of gathering and purchasing wild 
fibers under the leadership of local party committees. They should_ 
concentrate their efforts on collecting the major products avail
able in large quantities in the locality and pay due attention to 
the collection of scattered miscellaneous fibers. In the gathering 
process, they should further ascertain the resources and formulate 
proper plans for future gathering and utilization. They should 
also pay attention th the preservation of resources. Vlhay may be 
cultivated should be cultivated. The better species of wild fibers 
should ~radually be cultivated domestically, so as to achieve the 
objective of long-term utilizationo They should make a gxeat 
effort to promote the cooperation between the textile enterprises 
and the people's communes, establish raw-materj_al bases, and 
render necessary support to the people's communes in terms of man~ 
power, financial resources and technical skill, theI'.ebybetter 
guaranteeing the supply of wild fibers as raw materials. 

Second, to emphasize the manufacture of equipment for the 
processing of wild fibers. At present, the processing of wild 
fibers is primarily a manual operation, wi"lih very lo>'t efficiency. 
Although the people in various localities have gathered many new 
experiences in resolving the problem of processing equipment, such 
experiences have not been widely popularized. We must make a gre2,t 
effort to popularize those ripe experiences and at the same time 
should continue to mobilize the masses to invent and produce 
various processing equipment for themselves under the practical 
circumstances in the lecality and by relying chiefly on the 
natjve methods in accordance with the "start-from-native-method0 

approa,ch. All those enterprises responsible for the manufacture oJ' 
cotton-skinning machines should produce the same at the earliest 
possible date and have them transported to the villages. They 
should also help the commune members to master the processing 
techniques, thus preparing them for the coming small-autumn-harvest 
season. 

Third, to solve the key technical problems in the spinning 
process. In this connection, certain obstacles are yet to be 
overcome. For instance, the production rate and the raw-materiaJ. 
utilization rate remain fairly low. We must rely on the masses to 
im:i;ilement an ambitious technological-innovation and technological~ 
revolution program and to overcome these obstacles at the earliest 
possible time. We should adopt the policy of flexibility with 
respect to the fineness of the products and the purposes they are 
to serve. In accordance with the different properties of the 
various wild fibers, we should utilize them properly. Moreover, 



we should continuously review our experiences, actively study and 
devise new techniques adaptable to the properties of the wild 
fibers, manufacture new equipment, continuously improve our . 
techniques and. increase the percentage of wild fibers in the 
.mixed textile products. With respect to hemp weaving, we should 
try to use wild fibers exclusively in making sacks, thereby 
further enlarging the scope of the utilization of wild fibers. 

* * * 
The utilization of wild fibers ia an important part of OUT 

struggle to find wealth in Nature under the leadership of the party, 
As we march forward, we have already solved many problems. We are 
to continuously fact new problems in the future. If only we are 
to ·raise the red flag of Mao Tse·-tung1 s ideas, underestimate the 
difficulties in our strategy, emphasize the difficulties in our 
tactics, cherish the high ambition to conquer Nature and demonstrat9 
the spirit of earnest endeavor, we shall certainly be able to 
fully utilize all the spinnable wild fibers, increase the raw 
materials for the textile industry and promote the rapid 
development of the textile industry. 

(Bditor 1 s Note: The author of this article is the 
Vice Minister of Textile Industry of the Central Government.) 
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IV~ EXPEDITE THE IDJFORN O]f AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES, 
INTEilfS:LFY THE FARM TOOL INNOVATION MOVEllliENT 

Pages 22-27 Sung Wei-ching 

I 

The whole country is now engaged in a large-scale aid
agricul ture mass movement. Under such favorable circllinstances, 
the farm tool innovation movement, as is now intensively waged 
in the rural areas, is an important factor to accelerate the 
reform of agricultural techniques and to facilitate the continued 
leap forward in agricultureo . 

.Du:i.·ing the past 2 or 3 years, the farm tool innovation 
movement on the front of agricultural production has made great 
strides ui1der the leadership of the party. During.this period, 
more than 400 million innovated farm tools and instruments of 
various types have been popularized throughout the country. T:h.is 
movement has contributed significantly to the increase of labor 
productivity, relaxation of tensic,m resulting from the shortage 
of human and animal labor in the course of the great leap forward 
in production, better im-plementation of the "Eight-character 
constitution" for agricultitre, and.the improvement of the peasants' 
working conditions. 

In 1959, the Central Committee of the party and Comrade 
Mao Tse-tung issued the great appeal for the acceleration of 
technical innovation in agriculture, so as to basically achieve 
the mechanization of our agricultural machinery in 10 yearse 
As for the procedure of achieving agricultural mechanization in 
ou.r: country, they further suggested that beginning 195) "small 
:c:oJxtion" be reached ir>. 4 years; "medium solution11 by rC!ached in 
7 ;;t.&2~s and. •ibig- solut:ion" be reached in 10 years 3 It was also 
yioin'vsd out that in the ';sma:l solution" stage we are to raly 
chiefly on the innovation and semimechanization of farm toolso 
At the same time, Comrade Mao Tse-tung repeatedly explained that 
the development of our national economy must be based on 
agriculture and accordingly he called upon everybody to support 
agriculture. Comrade Mao Tse-tung 1s directive was enthusiastically 
supported by the whole party and.the whole nation and has proved 
to be a tremendous force to facilitate the continued leap forwe,rd 
in agriculture and the innovation of agricultural techniques. The 
establishment of agricultural machinery departments on various 
levels, the state's appropriation of more steel materials for the 
support of technical reform in agriculture and particularly the 
rapid development of the aid-agriculture mass movement in all 
enterprises, chiefly the industrial enterprises, have further 
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enhanced the enthusiasm and determination of the broad masses, 
thereby offering ex·cremely favorable conditions for th.e work of 
innovating farm tools •. Accordingly, the farm tool innovation 
movement has made new progress in the rural areas, with notice
able accomplishments, in the recent period. In the first half 
of this year; nearly 100 million pieces of various innovated farm 
tools and instruments were popularized throughout the country. 
Some of these tools and instruments are of high technical quality 
and some had been attempted before, unsacccessfullyo For instance~ 
marked progress has been made in the innovation of planting tools 
in the past several years, thanks to the deliberations at 7 
national coriferences on· planting machines. It has been 
successfully designed this year. A number of better-q_uality 
planting machines have been manufactured. The rate of evenness in 
tha distribution of sprouts has reached an average of 70 to 80 
percent; the depth of planting has reached approximately 4 
centimeters; the rate of failure (resulting in injured sprouts, 
floating sprouts, interwined sprouts and missing sprouts) has 
declined to no more than 10 percent -- thus fundamentally meeting 
the standard of agricultural techniques. Accordirig to statistics, 
by the second half of June, nearly 2 million planting machines . 
of various models had been manufactured throughout the country; 
about one million of these machines had been used in the planting 
of early and mid-seaeon rice over more than 10 million mou, thus 
saving some 20 million work days. The use of planting machines 
has greatly increased labor efficienty. For instance, in Heng-shans 
Nin-hsiang and other 6 hsiens of Hunan,. at least 15 days were 
previously required to plant the early rice; with the planting 
machines, only e days were required. -

II 

On the basis of what has been accomplished in the past 
2 years, the farm tool innovation movement :th.a.a now been further 
intensified throughout the country. · According to reports from 
'Various areas, this movement has shown the following new 
characteristics: 

1. From the innovation. of individual pieces to the systems,t::.c 
innovation of sets of farm tools and instruments and their unified 
utilization with emphasis on gaps, advanced techniques and weak lin11:s _, 

In the 2-year-old farm tool innovation movement, large 
quantities of new farm tools have been designed; but numerous gaps 
are yet to be filled and many complicated problems of advanced 
techniques are yet to be solved. In.some cases, these problems 
have been solved but other related techrlical links are yet to be 
adjusted accordingly, thus resulting in failure to.raise the over
all working efficiency. For these reasons, 1;o attack these advanced 
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problems, gaps and otherwise weak li.riks, to combine various fam. 
tools and machinery into sets ahd t6 finalize the designs and 
to popularize the new models are tlie titgent dera.ands in this move-

m . ' ment. ~ake the water conservancy work for instance, there are 
5 consecutive operations, ioe., digging, loading, transporting1 

unloading and disposingo Since digging involves breaking the 
ground and shoveling the earth, th~ loading, transporting and 
unloading operations must necessarily follow. Later, when the 
problem of high-dam earth-transporting is solved, the loading, 
unloading and disposing operations would have to be recognized as 
weak links and the tools used in these operations would have to 
be so innovated as to keep pace with the work. The innovation 
of these tools would enable us to achieve active balance of working 
instruments in water conservancy on the basis of continuous 
innovation and thus to improve the over-all working efficiency .. 
Again for instance, the paddy rice planting.machine, which involves 
advanced ·techniques of mechanization, has been successfully 
designed by the broad working peopleo After this problem was 
solved, the operations of picking, washing and loading sprouts 
have become the gaps ot· ommissions in the entire planting i:irocess., 
Only by making up these gaps· and by solving the problem of 
excessive auxiliary labor which has to be consumed in these 
operations, can we improve the over-all efficiency in the whole · 
planting process.· Accordingly, our study on the mechanization of 
paddy-rice planting machines has focused its attention on these · 
weak links this year. As a result of the successful experimenta
tion of the newly designed too.ls. for picking, washing and arranging 
sprouts by the Ins·titute of Agricultural Science of LO-ch 1ing Hsie:: 
in Chekiang, the operations in paddy rice planting can be. well 
coordinated into a "dragon process," thereby insuring a forward. 
movement of 5 to 7 meters a minute in the course of planting. Tha 
working efficiency is thus further improved, as compared with the 
previous practice of using the plantfng machine only. The whole 
nation is now engaged in a campaign to innovate the farm tools and 
instruments !ind to coordinate them into sets.· In agriculture, 
forestry,· pastoral industry, auxiliary occupations and fishery as 
well as in welfare affairs, many··operations are now performed by 
a set of machine tools. For instance, a set of machine tools have . 
been designed for various operations in the cultivation of wheat~ 
ranging from plowing, harrowing, seed-selecting, seeding, middle·· 
farming, fertilizer-application, plant preservation, harvesting 
and shelling. In water conservancy operations, machines for · 
digging, loading, transporting, unloading and disposting have been 
systematized into a set. In cooking operations, not only the 
innovated instruments have been systematized into a set but further 
accomplishments have been reported in many areas, including the 
automatic control of water, innovation of the kitchen-range and 
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semimechanization of processing instruments for cooking. As for 
hog raising, large quantities o~ tools, in sets, have been producer>. 
in many localities. Innovation and systematization of fa.ml tools 
and instruments may not only re.s'ul t in the over-all :improvement of 
working efficiency but also enable us to discover gaps and 
ommissions in time and to recognize our urgent taskso Meanwhile~ 

as we continuously attack mhe weak links, we have continuously 
improved the quality of farm tools and instruments and proceeded 
gradually from the small to the large, from the native to the 
foreign., from the bottom to the top and thus toward .unified 
utilization, mechanization, semimechanization, automation and 
semiautomationo 

· 2. From the use of human and animal .force to the broad' 
utilization of various natural resources in the rural areas. 

As ·the fa.rm tool/instrument innovation movement is 
intensified, we·demand ah every increasing supply of power and the 
available manpower, animal force and limited machine power·can 
hardly satisfy this demand~ We ~re thus forced to. develop and 
utilize various natural resources. ·China is extremely rich in 
the resources of natural power (e.g .. , wind, water, gas). During 
the past one or 2 years, we have developed many native power 
stations and many native power machines in accordance with local 
conditions. The innovation· of farm tools and instruments has thus 
been coordinated with the native-method utilization of power 
resources.· Iri the unified utilization of wind-force, for instance 9 

. · we have designed more than 20 types of wind-powered machine tools 
for water-pumping, irrigating,··· shelling sawing, plowing, 

.. electricity-generating, flour':'"grinding, grain-husking, grass
cutting, oil-extracting;· communication-transportation, printing} 
cooking, sewing,' and water-carrying. ·.The Fei-huai People's 
Commune of Peng-fu Municipality in Anhwei manufactured 177 small 
wind-mills in 1959, which has contributed t.o the successful .fight 
against the severe·100-da.y-long drol,lgh and to the guarantee for 
bumper harvest. The Model-59 large windmills successfully designed 
by the said commune have been used'in the establishment of a wind
power station• One of these windmills, if attached with a 3-hp 
small steel grinder, can grind 13e.5 chin of flour per hour when 
the wind velocity stands. at• 4 meter/sec:Ond. . If attached to a 
10-hp water-pumping machine, it can pump 110 tons of .water per 
hour, when the wind-velocity stands'at ,6 meters/second. If 
attached to a 5.6-kilowatt direct-current electric generator, 
it can appply 260 fifteen-kilowatt bulbs with electric light, 
when the wind velocity stands at 8 meters/second. Hydraulic 
power has been used even more broadly than wind power. Hydraulic 
power stations have been established extensively in the rural 
areas. Hhere local conditions permit, small hydroelectric power 
stations have also been established. Marsh-gas and natural gas. 
he:;re also bean ~_lsed incY'easi11gly ·extensively. The broa:. ut,:',_lizaJvio:a 
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of these power :resources has greatly improved the efficiency of 
innovated farm tools, lighter.ed the people 1 s burden of manual 
labor and further enhanced the enthusiasm of the broad masses 
for farm tool innovation. 

3. From an unorganized effort to manufacture farm machine 
tools to the establishment of hsien..;operated and commune-operated 
farm tool plants and united enterprises for the production of 
farm tools, thus coordinating the manufacture and repair of farm 
tools with the processing of raw materials. 

The manufacture of repair of many farm tools require large 
quantities of raw materials and materials. It is therefore 
necessary to develop the metallurgical industry. Quite a few 
hsiens have utilized these resources in the development of hsien
opera·t;ed and communeeioperated industries, so as to make these 
industries self-sufficient ixl raw materials and in equipment, 
thereby further facilitating the cievelopment of farni-tool innovation 
movement. For instance, the Tung~fang~hung People's Commune 
at Jun-ch'eng in Yang-ch 1eng Hsien, Shansi, has supplied itself 
with native iron-refining furnaces, native iron-rasting furnaches, 
native iron-bar furnaces, native sealed steel-refining furnahes 
and native baking furnaces, thereby forming the 11 5-native dragon" 
capable of refining j_ron ores into native iron, roasting the 
native iron into wrought-iron, turning the wrought-iron into iron 
bars and finally turning the iron-bars into native steel. By 
applying this process, the said commune produced 255 tons of 
native iron, more than 100 tons of hui-k1 ou iron, 35 tons of 
n&tive steel and 36,000 pieces of various farm tools in 1959, 
thereby enabling 80 percent of the areas under its jurisdiction 
to achieve transportation-by-vehicles, semimechanization and 
mechanization of cooking instruments and automatic control of 
water. This "5-native dragon" experience is now actively 
popularized in many areas where there is a reasonable supply of 
coal and iron an& a great effort is made to establish united 
.:mterprises for the production of farm ·tools for themselves., 
By doing so, they would better facilitate the development of 
the farm-tool innovation movement. 

4. Success in strengthening production and manufacture~ 
e weak link, thereby coordinating the various links in the whole 
process of innovating farm tools, including invention and creation, 
evaluation and selection of models, estimation of production, the 
formulation of designs, experimental manufacture~ production
Fanufacture and popularization of its use. 

In the past 2 years, production-manufacture has been a weak 
link in our effort to innovate farm tools; the formulation of 
designs and experimentation, which serve production-manufacture, 
have also not been generally emphasized. The establishment of 
agricultural machinery departments on various levels and the 
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proper management of agricultural machinery industries on various 
levels during the past year have strengthened the production
manufacture work and led to the_1 close coordination between the 
invention and creation of agricultural machinery and their 
popularization. Accordi11g to the statistics gathered at 6 field 
meetings on water conservancy tools, cooking tools, paddy rice 
planting machines, plowing tools used in mountain areas, windmills 
and hog-raising tools, successfully held since last spring, the 
various localities have submitted 738 designs and models of 
tools; of these, 124 have been approved for popularization, 147 
have been recommended, and the designs of 30 popularized farm 
tools have been formalized. In this way, favorable conditions 
have been created for experimentation and populajtj.zation on a 
large scale. In order to produce innovated fa.rm tools and semi
mecha.nized farm tools in large quantities, the Cen&ral Government 
has appropriated a certain quantity of steel material and some 
investment funds for the capital .construction of semimechanized 
farm tool plants in the various localities. By the end of June, 
nearly 10 million pieces of semimechanized farm tools had been 
produced in the country .. Many provinces and municipalities have 
made the a.gTicultural machinery departments fully responsible 
for the innovation, manufacture and popularization of farm tools 
and set up a vertical system of specialized organs in order to 
aohieve unified plani1ing, unified organization and unified leader ... 
ship. In this way, more favorable conditions ~ave been created 
for the systematic development of the farm tool innovation movementb 

These characteristics of the farm tool innovation movement 
now in progress indicate that there are great possibilities in 
Clll' march toward systematization of farm tools into sets, 
mechanization, semimechanizat.ion., automation and ·semiautomation .. 

III 

Our success in innovating the farm tools in the last 2 yeru:·s 
is inseparable from the fact that the party committees on various 
levels have strengthened their leadership over .this movement and 
that we have waged an uncompromising struggle against rightist 
conservative tendencies. When the movement was first launched, 
we first encountered the ideological obstruction represented by 
the rieshtist conservative viewpoint opposed to mass movements 
and opposed to the innovation of farm tools by relying on the 
masses. According·to this .viewpoint, discovery and invention are 
the responsibilities of the technical personnel and workers and 
peasants are not so prepared·; we cannot do what our fore runners 
have failed to do; and we can achieve mechanization only by 
relying on the importation of foreign models and machine tools. 
This is a question relating to who shoutdbe responsible for the 
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task of innovating farm tools in the final analysis~ Accordinglyp 
we have adopted the method of free d.i~cuseion to enlighten the 
masses and to refute the above-stated right~st conservative view
point and mobilized the masses with respect to research and 
designing, selection of models and systematization into sets and 
the popularization of products. The leading cadres, workers, 
peasants, scientific-technical personnel, students and shop clerks 
have all been mobilized to participate in the farm tool innovation 
movement. In this way, a flourishing, down-to-earth farm-toolt 
innovation movement has been gradually developed. Those rightist 
conservative elements who have no faith in the masses and who 
refuse to rely on the masses cannot but admimtdefeat in the fac~ 
of facts. · 

After the movement was extensively launched, we have further 
encountered the ideological tendency to emphasize the foreign at 
the expense of the native, to emphasize the large at the expense 
of the small, and to insist on one-sided perfection -- contrary. 
to the "2-leg" policy and in defiance of realities -- and the 
erroneous attitude of pessimism ;on the excuse that we need 
materials and equipment for the innovation of farm tools. This 
is an important question relating to how the farm tools are to be 
innovated. Unless we overcome such an erroneous viewpoint, we 
would not be able to push the movement forward. Relying on the 
unexcelled superiority of the people's commune system, party 
organization on all levels have insisted on the pa.rty_s policy to 
achieve self-sufficiency, to rely chiefly on the native method, 
to give priority consideration to the medium and the small and to 
emphasize the innovated farm tools and semimechanized farm toolso 
As a result of repeated ideological struggles and in the light 
of practice, the bDaad cadres and masses have gradually realized 
that perfection cannot be separated from reality, that improvement 
cannot be separated from popularization, a.nd.~hat they must rely 
on their own strength to overcome difficulties under given circum~ 
stances. Then, the farm tool innovation movement in the various 
localities began to move in the direction of self-reliance, with 
respect to the search for power and materials and to the 
manufacture of equipment, and coordination between invention and 
promotion, between imitation and innovation anq between 
popularization and improvement -- thereby promptly bolstering 
agricultural production. In the course of the energetically 
launched farm tool. innovation movement, various localities have 
invented many new forms of mass-line working methods. For instance, 
the form of closer union between the leading cadres, tech..11ical 
personnel, and the working and peasant 'masses has led to the close 
coordination between the production of farm tools, scientific 
research and popularized utilization. The first paddy rice 
planting machine was made by a peasant. It was due to the energetic 
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support of party and government departments in various localities 
and also to the concerted effort of all research departments 
concerned with agricultural machinery that the planting·machine 
has met the demands for formalization. Suffice it to show that 
11 3··union11 is an important condition for the continued, healthy 
development of the movement. Other effective methods facilitate 
the development of the movement are to sponsor various field 
conferences, contests, exhibitions and production ~ovement 
meetings and to organize tours and roving exhibitions, etc. 
To develop various forms of communist cooperation· is also an ··· 
important form to implement the mass·line. The industrial . 
departments have done much to support the innovation of 
agricultural techniques. In the midst of the current c~paign 
to support agriculture, there has also been development in the 
form of labor-agricultural cboperation. The cooperation between 
the plants and the communes, the "plant.;..guara.ntee.:commune" 
system, the supply of technical skill and machinery equipment by 
the plan.ts to the communes, the!'.eby armingthe commune-operated 
industries •••• all these have had an noticeable influence on the 
innovation of farm tools~ Other forms such as the cooperation 
between.districts, the cooperation between departments and 
technical cooperation have likewise demonstrated their good 
influence. 

IV 

The period between 1959 and 1962 is the "small solution" 
stage in achieving the innovation ·of agricultural techn.igues. . 
In this stage, the principle task is to achieve semimechanization 
in agriculture. We are now in the second year of this stage. 
We must lay the groundwork for seril.imechanization within this year •. 
The technological-innovation and technological.:..revolution movement 
is now flourishing across the country. The hsien9operated and 
oommll:1le-operated farm tool plants, which are the bases for the 
innovation of farm tools, are now moving toward mechanization, 
semimechanization; automation and semiautomation. The conditions 
are highly favorable. We must continue to intensify the farm 
tool innovation movement 1 with emphasis.on semimechanization, 
throughout the country. At ·p:i-esent, we should pay particular 
attention to irrigation machines to be used for fighting drought 
and preventing floods, mist or powder-sprayers for plant 
preservation, the "3 autu.rnn" tools' (for autumn piowing:I autumn .. 
planting and autumn harvesting), various tools for transportation· 
and various processing toqls .for a.gTicultural and by-products. 
These.machine tools are hot only urgently needed in the course 
of farming but also the weak lihks'in the present stage of farm 
tool innovation movement. We must launch a d1rect attack on 
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these .weak links apd make renewed effort to fill the gaps, to ... 
systematize the tools into s'ets ·and to raise the over-a.il working 
efficiency, so· :as, to a.chieve a:t an early date mechanization or 
semimechanization ofthose.forming.oIJerations that.consume most 
of the manpower in the rural areas and thus t.o create even 'better 
material condi tiqn.s for realizing agricultural mechanization ahead 
of schedule and insuring the. continue.d leap forward in agricultural 
production. . . ·· . . . .. . 

In order to successfully fulfill the above-enumerated tasks 
and thus to make further progress in our farm tool innovation 
movement, we must now direct our attention to the following: 

First, we inust insist on political leadership,. S:trehgthen 
the political-ideologica,.l worl{, ideologically mobilize the broad 
masses and continuously struggle against rightist conservatism 
and various erroneous viewpoints. In the farm tool innovation 
movement, the hsien-operated and commune-operated industries 
represent an extremely important force and during the last several' 
years have demonstrated their signi;t'icant function. However, 
there are some people who continue to have some vague ideas and 
erroneous.views, due to their failure to fully appreciate the · 
significance of rapid development of agriculture of industry's 
energetic.support for agriculture. ·They.are of the opinion~ for 
instance, that "to innovate the farm tools is a vexatious job" 
and 'that "we cannot expect to accomplish much. n · Accordingly, t!1ey 
adopt a passive attitude toward. the movement. We must conduct a 
propaganda~education campaign extensively arid intensively, so that 
they may deeply_.appreciate how important it is. to accelerate the 
innovation of agricultural techniques .and for the industry to 
render energetic assistance to agriculture and particularly how 
significant is this movement to the acceleration of the. developme:nt 
of ag-..cicul tural production and to the over-all achievement of 
techriical innovation .in agricult~re, thus willingly working for 
the innovation of agri.cultliral techniques and successfully 
performing their tasks. in .the movement •. \rie must also further 
implement. the party's. mass-line approach, fully develop the .. 
enthusiasm and creativeness of .the masses, and continue to. stress 
self -reliance and the '1 two leg'' policy of . simultaneous deve lopmen·l; 
of native and foreign methods in. iaccordance with local oircUm.
stances. All these are the· lessons we have learned' in the courso 
of this movement and als 0 the ':fundaniental guarantees. f'or. <;>ur . . 
greater victories to come. . . 

Secondly, we must empha.Size quality in the· process of 
producing the innovated farm tools, During the past year, as a 
result of the extensively launched technological-innovation and 
technological.:.revolution movement, there has been' steady 
improvement in the techniques :tor producing the innovated'farin 
tools and there has also been steady improvement in the quality 
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of many farm tools thus made. Nevertheless, there are still cases 
where the quality is not up to the standard of technical demands 1 
which have affected in Vtll'ying degrees the popularization of these 
innovated farm tools. We must therefore pay particular attention 
to quality. We cannot emphasize two strongly that the quality of 
agricultural machine tools may directly affect the development of 
agricultural production. We must implant the "quality first" 
idea into the minds of the broad masses, so that every piece of 
innovated farm tool will meet the demands for good quality, high 
efficiency, durability and low cost. To this end, we must, in 
the course of production, study and adopt·not only such meaSur6s 
as would improve quantity but also such measures as would 
guarantee quality; regard the improvement of quality as an 
important assignment in 'the technological revolution movement; 
and fully mobilize the masses in a common struggle to improve the 
quality of the innovated farm tools. 

Thirdly, we should establish specialized organs responsible 
for the innovation of farm tools on all levels in the agricultural 
machinery system, so as to achieve coordination and to neglect 
neither the innovation of farm tools nor the plants that manufactu_rt' 
these tools in the technological revolution movement, and to 
enable us to reflect conditions, to discover problems and to 
review and exchange experiences promptly •. For the time being, our 
most important tasks are to strengthen the planning work; classify 
and systematize the locally produced innovated farm tools in'to 
sets; direct our particular attention to the innovation of tools 
used in such agricultural operations that consU.me the greatest 
amount of manpower or that demand the greatest labor intensity as 
in dealing with grains, cotton~ oil and hemp; and emphasize the e:c.p~. 
ommissions and weak links in these operations, particularly the 
priority items, with the view of achieving systematization and 
"dragonization. 11 Besides, we must strengthen the work in the field 
of evaluation and formalization of models, standardization, 
experimentation and eitchange of experience, so that we may be 
simultaneously engaged in creation, formalization of models, 
popularization and improvement of different tools. In oiitder to 
succeed in filling the gaps and in achieving systematization and 
dragonization, we must emphasize th~ technological-innovation and 
technological-revolution movement; make kno'Wil to the masses what 
are the gaps and ommissions; and fuily develop the wisdom arid 
sskill of skilled workers and the broad masses by letting them 
look for solutions. By doing· so, we would certainly be able not 
only to fill the gaps but to continuously improve the innovated 
farm tools in the course of practice. · · 

Besides, to further strengthen the leadership over the 
hsien-operated and commune-operated plants, research institutes 
and evaluation stations is also an important measure to facilitate 
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.the d~velopment of the farm tool innovation movement. Generally 
speaking, the hsien-operated and commune-operated plants are 
responsible for the following 3 tasks: 1) the production and 
repair of .semimechanized farm tools; 2) experimentation and . 
research ·arici pilpt production .of new prod11cts; ~) . the . training 
of technical personnel• In order 'to sucoessful,ly fulfill these 
tasks, we may .adopt_ either the form of unification or the .fprin ... 
of coordination between the station, the plant and the school. 
The research institute and the evaluation station should. serve 
the technological-innovation and technological-revolution mass. 
movement, thereby closely coordinating business operations and 
mass movement. The farm tool research institute may also appo~t 
the experts on. fa.rm tool innovation in the communes as special · 
researqh fellows· and assign certain·'tasks to ·them, so as to 
develop the wisdom and strength of the masses even more 
systematically :a...1.d in a more organized manner. · . . . 

To iiitensify the training of technical personnel .... to let 
·.the masses share the technical knowhow -- is also a.n important 

condition for the intensive development of the farm tool innovation 
mi;>vement. By uniting the workers, technical jiersoiinel, peasants 
and cadres engaged in farm tool innovationt by unit;ing the leading 
cadres, technical personnel and working masses. within and without 
~he plants, and by uniting the enterpr,ises, schools .··and scientific· 
.research organs, we are to let the masses share the techniques for · 
manufacturing, utilizing and repairing these innovated fa.rm tools, 
so that the technical .strength may keep pace with the development 
of this movement. What the rural areas urgently need a.t present 
are people who can use the .new farm tools. Accordingly; to 
intensify the training of technical personnel who can use the nevr 
fa.rm tools is our central task wHh respect to training. As for · 
the substance of the training program, we must coordinate productfon 
plans with the plans for scientific research and educate t;he 
masses by. emphasizing the review of their inventions and , 
experiences·" · · ·. , ·. .. · , 

At present, we are further implementing the policy of the 
party central .committee and Comrade Mao Tse..:tung to coordinate · 
the priority development of heavy industrie's with the rapid 
development of agriculture -- by regarding agriculture as the 
basis and industry as the mainstay, in a.n effort; to energetically 
develop agriculture, to call upon all enter·p:dses and professions 
to supi)9l7ttagriculture and to strengthen the work of techriica.1 
innovation by various means. Under'these ·unprecedentedly 
favorable circumstances, we shall certainly win greater"·victories 
in the farm tool innovation movement. · 
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V. MASS LINE IN EDUCATIONAL WORK 

Pages 28-32 Kuei Lin-hf>i 

Socialist education is a task of the people •. In order to 
implement the party's policy that education should serve the 
political ends of· the proletariat and education should be coorct:i.:::-,:::.t.c:! 
with productive labor and in order to develop our educational 
program in consonance with the demand for "quality, quantity.:I 
economy arid speed," we must fully mobilize the masses and rely 
heavily on the masses~ The Party Central Committee and Comrade 
Mao Tse..:."Gung have taught us that we should, tinder the leadership 
of the Party Committee, coordinate the professional educational 
workers with the masses, adopt the mass-line method, i.eo, "from 
the masses and to the masses," and implement the policy that all 
the party and all the nation be engaged in educational work~ With 
respect to the various tasks within the schools, we should also 
implement themass-line approach under the leadership of the Party 
Corrimittee~ To resolutely and faithfully car:i.~y out this directive 
is a f~1damental key to the continued leap forward in our educat::.,)i.'~1.J. 
program. ' 

In the course of developing our educational program in Anir,,~c:'.} 
we have consistently followed the mass-line principle., Particularly 
since the great leap forward in 1958, we have further implemented 
the directive of the Party Central Committee and Comrade Mao Tse-tur:z~ 
by launching a glorious educational revolution throughout the 
province and by bringing the all-·party, all-people ·educational 
program to a new higho As a. result of the energetically launch€:-~ 
mass movement, a brand new spectacle of great revolution, grea:; 
development, great popularization and great improvement has 
appeared on the educational front in Anhwei. 

· The mass movement, as we have launched on the educational 
front, is not free from obstacles., In this connection, what we fir'yi:. 
encountered was the struggle between the expert line and the mass 
line. Some bourgeois intellectual elements in the educational · 
department have from ·:the very beginning· emphasized expert
administered education, in opposition to mass-administered educat:Lc.:~.· 
According to them, "in politics we may launch mass movement and in 
education we should not; 11 "mass movement can only destroy and camwt 
build;" and "to de·velop education by means of mass movement, we 
can only have quantity but not quality and popularization but not 
improvement,." Obviously, these views are completely error.eouso 

Can w:e energetically launch a mass movement in the field o~:' 
education? Facts have long furnished the answero During the pas~ 
2 years, we have reported extremely obvious accomplisJ;unents in 
our educational work, as a. result of the mass movement. In terms 
of both the s~cpe and the speed of the dcve1opmen~ of cut· edu.::2.tina:.l 
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program, between .1957 and 1959, the nl.imber of colleg~s in .i\nhwe:t 
incr~ased from 5, to 32 and· their enrollment increased from somQ · 
8,000 to ·over 21,000; the ·nmnber of full-day middle .schools 
increased from· 302 t.o 846 aria: their enrollment increased from 
i88 $ 000 to .419, 000; the people t s .·communes and industrial , and mi~i..ng 
enterprises had established more than .900 agricultural middle ... 
schools and yarious vocational s,ohools, .With a combined enrollrne::it. 
of over 86,ooo.. Now, there is .. an institute of higher learning .in . 
each special district; there is a'senior middle school and a 
secondary vocational ·school in each hsien; there is an agri- . 
cultural middle school. iri mos't people's communes in the .rural ar;;af'; 
there are several prirnarv .schools in each production team. ·ay 1959., 
6 million young people h~d been Jiberated from illiteracy; 2 m:i.llioi·1· 
workers and peasants had.studied ~n various spare-time schooL 
'Vass line is the fundamental line for all our revolutionary taf:ik3.,, 
To follow the mass line and to launch mass movements are applicable 
not only to our political struggle and pro<;iucti v~e construction bu.t 
also to our educational worko It is not conceivable that withotr~ 
mobilizing the whole party and ail the peopl.e e.nd thus mobilizlng 
their enthusiasm, Anhwei may.'rave made so niuoh progress in its 
educational work as in the past 2 yearso . . . . . . .·. 

Is it true that mass movements can only destroy and not 
build? +sit true that to develop our educational program by· 
means of mass movement 1,te may have only quantity but not quality? 
We may ~ve popularization but not improvement? Facts hav0, also .. 
furnishea .·eloquent ahswers ,to :these questions o Since the gi•eat . 
leap fo:Mrard, and in the cburs'e of the mass movement !br an 
all-party, ''.all-people educational program, we have obliterated the 
idea .or expert~dniinistei1ed education. 'ro follow the expert. lino" 
we could achieve neither quan~ity .and speed nor h:'..gh quality·(· 
Under the ideological influence isolated from po:i.:.tics;1 fr.om the 
masses and :from .ree.lity) of course we .would not •)~ abl"; to' tra1r1 
t.he red-an1--spec:l.;:,lized people ·~1ho ·may meet the dcmarido of. . 
socialist construction. · We have resolutely abandoned such an ides .. , 
In the mas3 movement of educational revolution, all schools have 
established a new system, which emphasizes politics as we.ll as · 
work and which.demands study as well as labor, thereby greatly 
developing the academic cl:i,mate in which theory a.nd practiGe.a.r~ 
linked togethero As a r~sult cf the energctical:y launched educatfr:,.JJ.. 
revo:!..ution; the quality of eaU.C.?:J.tion has greatly improved; .the . 
students have had a balanced edJ.iqation in moral values,·· in 'intel-· 
lectual aqhievement and in physical, fitness;the instructors have 
made noticeable progress in both'political anci professional termso 
There has been· a major transformation in the spirittjal outlook of . 
instruct.ors and students alike .. · Their class viewpoint, mass . · . · · 
viewpoint, collective viewpoint, labor viewpoint.and viewpoint 
of dialectical materialism have all been significantly re-affirmed; 
a general tendency to love labor and to respect the work5.ng peaple 
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has taken shape; there has also been noticeable imprqvement in the 
academic quality of their cultural and scientific knowledgeo 
In the national college entrance examination in 1959,. ths graduatss 
of senior middle schools in Anhwei proved that they were no longer-. 
backward as beforeQ as their grades were better than in any previoi.lE 
:vear~ Schools on all levels have also reported successes in 
coordinating teaching with scientific researcho The colleges 
have completed the study of an impressively large number of topic::; 
in 2 years a They have not only solved some problems in economic 
construction tba:t urgently awaited·solution but also reported 
impressive achievements in the advanced scientifj_c research. 
Facts ha·ve clearly told us that those fantastic arguments that 
mass movements can only destroy and not, build and so en a.re 
totally groundless$ 

While launchj_ng a mass movement in the educational field, 
we must also struggle against the rightist thinking that over
emphasizes difficulties and preaches contentment with backwardness., 
On the educational front in Anhwei, the foundations are weak and 
there are not enough trained teachers; and there are certain 
difficulties in tha course of its developmento Some rightist 
cadres and educational workers have always tried to e_xaggerate 
the difficult aspect and neglect the major aspect in the course 
of development - on the p:retext:. that this or that "condition is 
not good. 11 ~hey have failed to realize that the rapid development 
of the educational program is dictated by the socialist revoJ.utio!l 
and construction and that the broad masses have demonstrated a 
high degree· of enthusiasm and boundless creative capacity in the 
current educational program. Accordingly, they appeared too timid 
to move f onrard o 

Are we·to stand up in the face of difficulties, to rely 
on the masses, to create conditions and to engage ourselves 
actively in the educaticnal prog::.•am? Or are we to bow to the 
difficulties and thus refrain from developing our own educational 
program'? This has long been the focus of our repeated struggles 
on the educational front~ We have reso~utely armed outselves 
w:tth Mao Tse-tung's ideas, continuously taught the broad cadres, 
instructors and students to cherish the highest of ambitions, 
objected to the contentment with backwardness and emphasized 

,-- "self-reliance, 11 and pointed out that the more are the difficulties 
ti1e more we must mobilize the masses and rely on the wisdom of the 
1nasses in order to turn difficulties into favorable conditions 
and to arrest the· unfavorable tendencies. Since the liberat:ton1 

we have waged relentless struggles against various rightist 
tendencies, e.go, "there are too mariy difficulties in the disaste::>-· 
stricken area and it is difficult to preserve education;" 11 under 
the.unfavorable conditions, we cannot overtake the advanced _ . 
provinces; 11 and 11we may achiev-e quantity and speed but not quality 
and eccnomy .. 11 In the great leap forward in 1958. thG L'.~.hwei · 

., ' ,, 
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Provincial Committee of the ·ccp again emphatically criticized . 
the erroneous viewpoint that di.d not believe in,mass->administe!'ed. 
education; promptly'ad6pted the resdlution on the development.of 
education; brought the all-party, all-people educational program 
to a new high; effectively implemented the party's educational . 
policy and . succeeded in achie,ring the over-all leap forward in 
our educational work. Suffice it to show that without eliminating 
the obstacles of various rightist tendencies it would not have 
been possible to achieve victory in our educational work. 

The struggle between two reads, two ideological tendencies 
and two methods will remain in our educational mass movement in 
the futureo At present:-; the mass movement centering about . . .. 
teaching reform is being energetically waged on the educational 
front .in Anhwei. Teaching ~eform. is the continuation and 
extension of the educational' revolution, the continuation and .. 
extension of ideologic::al revolution in the field of educationo 
It consists not only of the struggle between proletarian thinking . 
and bourgeois thinking but also of the strc.ggle between what is 
advanced and what is backward and between what is right and what 
is ~-rong. The overwhelming majority 0£ instructors, students anG. 
parents are enthusiastically supporting the present teaching 
reform. However, a few bourgeois intellectwil elements tend to 
regard the academic system and curriculum that we inherited from 
the bourgeoisie as inviol;able laws, or to regard knowledge still 
as private property and fancy to monopolize knowledge, or to fear 
that their knowledge might no longer be respected and they would. 
thus no longer be regard,ed as 11 authorities~ 11 Accordingly, they 
adopt in varying degrees an unsympathetic and hostile attitude 
toward the teaching reform~ There are others who adopt the 
rightist. conservative view on teaching reform, who tend to unde:i.'••' 
estimate the wisdom of the masses as well .as the emerging forcl'.ls.? . 
fearfUl that both the instructors and the students might notbe . 
equal to the revis.ed curriculum, and who are thus skeptical of tila 
teaching reform.. In view of .these erroneous tendencies, we. must 
a~opt the mass-line methods, sponsor free expression and.free. 
discussion, criticize and educate them individually, and propose 
positive, practicable measUI'es, in order t,o sweep away t.hese 
iaeological obstac,les on our way to progress. · . 

In order. to ,guarantee the rapid de·velopment of our mass 
movement on the 'educational front and to achieve the cont:tnued. 
leap forward in our .educat.ional work, we must also: conM.nue ·to. 
implement th_e 11 ·i":.wo leg" poli.cy 1n education, to exploit all 
potential forces favorable to our educational program and to 
develop our educational: program by all means; stimulate j;he. 
educational work in the schools and improve the teaching.quality 
by relying on the collective wisdom and strength of the masses; 
actively cultivate and boldly advance the emerging forces, 
ccnti:mously reinforce the lcaders~.;-P nu.~leus in the schools and 
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First~ the hundreds of millions of masses are a tremendous 
power for the development of the socialist educational programo 
To fully deYelop the people's active interest in education and to 
ex:plcit all potential forces capable of administering education 
are the irnportant keys to the deve~opment of our educational 
program in such a way as to achieve "quality, quantity, econo:ny 
and speedo" Since the great leap forward in 1958, the Anhwei · 
Province has resolutely :t.mplemented :the titwo leg" policy as· was 
enunciated by the Party Central Committee and Comrade Mao Tse .. ,tun:-.,,. 
In the course of developing our educational program, we have haa 
the participation of the sate, the masses, the educational depo.r'c.·~ 
ments, all enterprises, government agencies, orfanizations, 
conm1unes, factories and farms; we have established independently 
administered by one unit or jointly administered by several U..'1its; 
we have established both regular schools and vocational schools; 
we have directed our attention both to the education of children 
and to the education of adults; we have established full-day 
schools and also half-day and spare-time schools (including 
correspondence and broadcast schools),, We have thus succeeded in 
developing more educational programs at the maximum speed and with 
the minimum funds~ 

During the past 2 years, Anhwei has not only greatly 
developed full-day regular schools on ali levels and established 
a number of spare-time schools but also established a group of 
agricultural middie' schools and a group of full-day or half-day 
vocational schoolso In the agricultural middle schools, the "3-
in-l" system of combining teaching, productive labor and scientj_fi.~ 
research is generally adopted •. The school is not only a middle 
school of the commune but also a producing unit, a base for 
scientific researcµ and a station for the popularization of 
agricultural techniques in the commu.'1.e. The establishment of 
such new schools may not only satisfy the demands of youths in the 
broad rural areas for education but also better serve the agri
cultural production of the commune. The school is also a labor 
team of the commune. During the busy farrriing season members of 
the school may be assigned to the most urgent locality. During 
the past 2 years, the agricultural middle schools in Anhwei have 
demonstrated an impressive record, in teaching, in production and 
in scientific research. For instance, the 27 agricultural middle 
schools in Fei-tung Hsien have all achieved self-sufficiency as 
a result of production; in fact, they have saved 120,,000 yuan in 
2 years. The students' records have been very satisfactorye In 
the joint examination for all. full-day junior middle schools in 
Ho-fei Municipality, the average grade of the students of some , 
agricultural middle schools has approached, reached or even 
surpassed the average grade of students of full-day Iniddle 
schools. Much has also been achieved in the scientific research 
worko 
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The vo~~tional schools deveioped in the various· enterprises ·· 
are of"many.types, with specializations in undustry, agriculture; 
fishery, finance and trade, culture and public health, eto. There · 
are also differences·in the period re1.,1.uired for graduation, in the · 
curricular arrangement and in the objectives of training. :Inasmuch 
as the;y schools are. adapted to the requirements for vocational 
cadres and techni.cai :personnel in the respective departments, 
these departments are highly enthusiastic a.bout education. Such 
problems as the recruitment of faculty, campus, equipment and funds 
are more readily :':r,esol ved. · lviaanwhile, since teaching is well 
coordinated with'the operations in the various departllients, the 
student personn~·l all have highly satisfactory records. They have 
learned not ohly certain oulture.l and scientific knowledge but 
also certairi vocational skills. For instance, the F'a-tzu•ling 
Electronics School jointly administered by the party committee of 
Fu-tzu-ling Reservoir and the Ho-shan Hsien committee has now more 
than 200 students. All the 100 graduates this semester ha\tg 
fundamentally mastered the techniques for surveying, designing a.."'ld. 
operational management applicable to a small hydroelectric power · 
station and 80 percent of these graduates have gained a basic 
knowledge of the operatibna.l techniques· applicable to a medium'' 
hydroelectric power station. In addition, they have established· a. 
skilled workers' training program, a spare-time program from the· · 
level of illiteracy-elimination to senior middle school, an~~.' 
spare-time study group on the college level.; The broad masses are 
well pleased with such a multi-purpose school and they call it 
the "small, foreign cluster" in education. · · · .. · '. 

In the future, we must continue to implement the ·11 twc(legn 
policy, to intensify the mass movement for the establishment· of 
educational programs .in all enterprises and professions, and to 
systematically develop various schools at different level'so· In 
the next several years, all schools should direct particular 
attention to the support of agriculture. The agricultural middle 
schools should now be consolidated and improved. · 

Second, to fully develop the enthusiasm and creativeness of 
the broad instructors and students and to broadly develop great 
cooperation are the fundamental methods to facilitate the continucrJ.s 
improvement of educational quality. In the schools above the 
secondary level, we have generally carried out the policy of . 
combining teaching, productive labor and scientific research, 
which has contributed equally'significaritly to the improvement 
of educational ciuality and to the progress·. of scientific research. 
In the meantime, the system .. of uniting the cadres, instructors 
and students, as is adopted in all schools under the lead.ership 
of the party committee has on the one hand enabled the leading 
cad.res in the schools to familiarize themselves with teaching, to 
participate in the activities of regular classes or teaching-
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research groups and to direct teaching by the method of cultivating 
the "experimental farm for teaching" and on the other hand mobilize{. 
the enthusiasm of instructors and students and made them active 
participants in the teaching reform. All these methods have brough"l; 
about favorable results. For instance, in 1958, the University 
of Southern Anhwei (formerly the Anhwei Normal College) called upon 
all the instructors and students to conduct an intensive survey 
of all educational and teachiilg problems in accordance with the 
spirit of the party's educational policy.· Free discussions ensueC'., 
Within one month, the masses issued more than 100,000 big-letter 
bulletins, offering a large number of suggestions, opinions and 
methods with respect to the improvement of teaching. The school 
leadership promptly accepted the opinions of the masses and 
submitted its program for the improvement of teaching to the masses 
for discussion and implementation. Within 40 days, they compiled 
19 new teaching plans and 86 teaching outlines; revised tha 
textual materials of various courses; and accordingly made 
significant improvements in the teaching methods -- thus laying 
a solid foundation for any further effort in the future. 

In our current effort to improve teaching, it is particularl:7 
important that we apply the mass-line method, mobilize the masses, 
ascertain such phenomena as are contrary to the demand for 11 quali·cy~, 
quantity, economy and speed, 11 and make comprehensive and systematic 
:improvements in the academic system, in the curriculum and in 
teaching methods -- by systematic, conscious effort of the masses 
under proper leadership. To improve the teaching in the full-day 
middle and primary schools, we must actively create conditions, 
systematically conduct experiments and promptly review experiences~ 
so that we may at the earliest possible time properly reduce the 
period required for graduation, properly improve the academic 
standard,- properly control the study hours and properly increase 
labor participation, thereby achieving "quality, quantity, economy 
and speed. 11 In the course.of launching mass movements in the 
various schools on various·1evels, we should carefully observe the 
principle of proper adjustment between work and ease. 

While mobil~zing the masses within the schools for the 
improvement of teaching, we have organized broad cooperation 
between schools or between schools and producing departments in 
industry or in agriculture. · The cooperation between schools 
chiefly involves the following: 1) to conduct teaching and 
research activities and to exchange advanced experiences; 
2) to support each other in case of need for instructors and 
to train new instructors by the inductive method; 3) to suppor·b 
each other in case of need for teaching facilities; 4) to rende~.:
every support and assistance to the new .or less advanced schools., 
Slich inter-school cooperation has become a regular system and_ 
:permanent organizations have been set up. The cooperation between 
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achools and' producing departments chiefly involves the. establish
ment of formal relations and mutual support in education and in 
production. In many cases, after the school has entered into 
formal relations with a plant or commune, its instructors and 
students would· spend part of their prescribed time for labor 
participating in the product.ion of the plant or commune and at the 
same time helping the plant or commune in its spa.re-time educa.tiona~. 
prog:r.am or cultural activities; the plant or commune would on the 
one hand help the instructors and students of the school in 
learning about production and on the other hand. offer technical 
guidance to the plant or fa.rm operated by ·the school. Such great 
cooperation of mass nature has demonstrated its important £unction 
in facilitating the development of educational programs and the 
over-all improvement of educational quality in the schools. In 
the future, we must broadly apply the experience·of such great 
cooperation and continuously develop and improve it in the course 
of practice. 

Third, the great development of education calls for a large 
number of cadres and instructors. In the mass educational movement, 
a number of emerging forces will certainly make their appearancee 
We must actively cultivate and boldly promote and employ them, 
in response to the needs of rapid development of our educational 
program. The supply of educational cadres and instructors is far 
from adequate in Anhwei. It is a sharp contra.diction to the rapid 
development of education. In order to solve this contradiction, 
we must train the cadres and instructors in accordance with the 
11 2 leg"policy, i.e., on the one hand, to rely on the party 
committee for the assj.gnment of instructors and on the normal 
college for.the training of instructors, and on the other hand, to 
actively cultivate the emerging forces by adopting the mass-line 
method.· Under the present circumstances, the ·1a.tter approach 
appears more important. 

During the past several years, we have always emphasized 
the cultivation of emerging forces. We have carefully selected 
those faculty members and workers, .who are :politically progressive 
and of certain professional aoility, and trained them into the 
nucleus force in the schools; in the same time, we have 
completely abo1ished the restrictions of the 11 academic backgrou11a.1: 

theol'"IJ that only college graduates can teach in senior middle 
schools, that only graduates of special course schools can teach 
in junior middle schools and only the graduates of normal 
colleges can teach in primary schools, and boldly avail ourselves 
of the services of those :who are progressive in their political 
thinking ancl equal to teaching·assignments even though their 
academic background may be lower than otherwise required. . As for 
the instructors needed for the many newly established agricultural 
middle schools and for the development of spare·time education, 
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we have recruited from among'the intellectual elements in the rural 
areas, cadres, workers experienced"in production and peasants. In 
order to improve the instructors' political and professional 
standing, we have adopted various measures, including "on-the-job 
study," "off-the•job study, 11 . "induction," "visits and 
'pilgrimages• 11 etc. and offered them with every active assistance& 

These new instructors are less influenced by the conserva"!;iv3 
thinking, bold in accepting new ideas, enthusiastic and hardworkil\3• 
As a result of their training and education under the party and 
their practical experience, many have become the nucleus members :::.1.1 

the teaching professions For instance, many young instructors at 
institutions of higher learning have achieved highly satisfactory 
resultso In the course of teaching reform, the instructors and 
students in the Chemical Engineering Department of the Ho-f ei 
Industrial College succeeded, under the leadership of the party 
committee of the College, in compiling a new teaching outline for 
elementary chemistry and a set of new textual materials and in 
organizing a group of new instructors to practice teaching. 
Although these new instructors have had little teaching experiencP., 
their serious studies and preparations enable them to achieve very 
good results and the students are well pleased. There are even 
more of such cases in the secondary schools. In the future 
development of our educational program, we must continue to select 
and cultivate the active elements emerging from the mass movementse 
This is an important task on our educational front. 

The party's firm leadership is the fundamental guarantee for 
the mass movements on the educational fronto During the past 
several years, we have adopted various active measures to 
strengthen the party leadership over the ac~ivities of schools. 
Prior to the anti-rightist struggle, ·che party's leadership in 
the schools was fairly weak. .In the course of successive politic:'-:~. 
movements, we have conducted a thorough review of the school 
organizations; purified the army of instructors; and strengthened 
the ideological transformation of bourgeois intellectual elements,,. 
In the same time, we have sent a large group of cadres, who are 
firm in their standpoint and experienced in political struggle, 
to the schools to fill the leading posts, to form the leadership 
nucleus and to actually control the leadership in these schoolso 
Since 1958, there have been more than 10,000 cadres transferred 
from the provincial and commune level to the schoolso After more 
than 2 years' actual experience and diligent studies, most of 
these cadres have gradually become leaders equally familiar with 
politios and with their worko The party committees on various 
levels have actively engaged themselves in forming or perfecting 
party organizations in all the schools and in developing the party 
organization's fortress function in various activities. As a 
result of these measures, the leade·rship in the schools has been 
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firmly cont.rolled by the party, thereby insur::tng the implementation 
of the party's directions and policies and ,Ghe successful develop-. 
ment of the mass movement. In the future, we must continue to 
strengthen the party's leadership in the teaching reform, to rE.ly 
on the progressive elements emerging from· the mass movement of 
educational revolution, and unite the broad masses, thereby 
achieving the continued leap forward in our educational work •. 

Under the. shining light of the three red fle.gs, i.e., the 
general line, the great leap forward and the people's comm:un1zaticn; 
the educational front, no different from all other fronts, in 
.Anhwei promises continued leap forward. We must, in the spirit oi 
continuous revolution, continue to fulfill the party's educational 
program, continue to develop the all-party, all-people educational 
movement a11d further mobilize the masses in teaching reform, 
thereby achieving better. "quality~ quantity, economy and speed11 jn 

our educational program. · · 

(~ditor1 s Note: The author of this article is the 
Secretary of the Secretariat of the COP .Anhwei Provincial Committl"'l("r.) 

··,l. .. ! 
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VI. 01\J TH;;j UNITY'OF OPPOSITES 

Pages 33-41 Kuang Fe~g 

Unity-Conflict Is FundamentallL_the Law of Unity of Opposjtes. 

According to Yarxist dialectics, the conflict between 
opposites is unoondi tional and absolute; and the un.1. ty of opposH. "'f .~ 
conditional and relative., The conflicting nature and unifying ns·:~nr.:i 
of the 2 contradictory aspects, Leo, which are at once unified 9nd 
conflicting, constitute the nucleus of materialistic dialectics ~· 
the fundamental essence of the law of unity of opp•Jsiteso We say 
that the law of unity of opposites is a general law that applies to 
all fields; of course, it applies to the conflicting nature and 
unifying nature of opposites, the two inseparable aspects. 

All things are unified bodies made of contradictory opposites, 
which are at once conflicting and unified8 We must grasp unity in 
conflict and grasp conflict in unitye If one is to dismiss eithe~ 
aspect, he would necessarily metaphysically misinterpret the other,, 
If he is to dismiss the conflicting nature of opposites, the unif7:.Lg 
nature as he understands it would necessarily be without contradict·.-1.:Jnc 
or opposites, a dead unityc Ir he is to dismiss the unifying natu:--.:, 
of opposites, the conflicting nature as he understands it would 
necessarily mean that as a result of the conflict neither can turn 
in the direction opposite to its own, thereby denying the qualitat:i.v'~ 
change in the development of things or events. In other words, if 
the conflicting nature and the unifying nature of the opposites a:~c. 
to be separated, then such conflicting nature and unifying nature 
could not be the conflicting nature and unifying nature in dia~:..ec-r..: -:3. 
It is very apparent that to deny either the conflicting nature cf 
opposites or the unifying nature of opposites is the substitution 
of metaphysics for dialectics. 

Some comrades do admit the general nature of the law of 
unity of opposites but they deny that this or that kind of opposites 
is unifying in nature, ioe., denying the general nature of the unify
ing nature of opposites. For instance, in the discussion of the 
question concerning the relationship between thinking and being, ~;}-,,;:,~:

deny that the "unifying nature of contradictions" is applicable to 
the relationship between thinking and being. Besides, there are 
comrades who deny that such opposites as war and peace, the pro
letariat and the bourgeoisie, and life and death, are unifying in 
nature. When these comrades reach the conclusion denying the unif,y.
ing nature of this or that set of opposites, they do not consider 
such a conclusion of theirs self-contra.dietary to their admission c·: 
the general nature of the law of unity of opposites. Why cannot ·0fr:·.~· 
realize the self-contradiction here? For. in their opinion, the 
conflicting nature of opposites is general in nature and is t~e 
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fundamental essence ,of the law of unity of' opposites, where.as the 
unifying nature of opposites is not general in nature nor the funde.
menta.1 essence of the law of unity of opposites, . Such a viewpoim:; 
is not correct. Iri eff.e .. ()'j:,, ~ub~j a 't!iewpoint is to separa.te the 
conflicting nature and the ~ify:Lng nature .of oppositese ·: ·. 

What Is the Unifytng Natura of Contradictions 

According to 09JI1rade Mao Tse-tung: The unifying nature cf 
contradiction "refers to the. following two cases: First, both sidt -~ 
of every contradiction in the ·development of things and events reg:- .. •r'. 
the other as the pr~mise for its own existence and both exist in a. 
unif~ed body; sec.orid, both si~es of the contradiction, in a.ccordar ... c" 
with certain conditions, move: toward its opposite directiont · 'Ib;:f.;E· 

are what is the so-called unifyi~g nature .. 11 fSee Note fl "And the . 
conflicting nature lies in the unifying nature." j_5ee Note ~7 'rhE?r,;, 
is no unifying nature that does not contain the conflic·cing natt.i:cP: 
similarly: there is neither the conflicting nature that is isolatea 
from ~he unifying nature,, ;For_instance, there is no unifying natt::r~ 
between war and stone. They.cannot depend on each other for 
existence under certain conditions; nor can they under certain 
conditions turn toward each other. Accordingly, there is not rnuch 
conflicting nature between ~terne I~ other words, war and·stone .. 
could. not constitute a contradiction ••. {Note 1: 110n Contradictior. 1 a 
Selected ,Works of Mao Tse-tUn.g-~· · The People's Publishing Coo, ·1952. 
Vol. II,. p. 793. Note 2: Ibid., Po 800.) . · . 

Those comrades who_:deny there is the unifying nature j;n this 
or that set of ·opposites apparently have misinterpreted .the sphere 
of unifying nature ·in-.the dialectics, as stated above, mistaking t.h-.;i 
scope of unifying na_t,ure in the dialectics for the· unifying natuh: 
in metaphysics ... For instance, .those comrades .who deny the unify-.i;;:·.;s 
nature of thi.nking and being are first to misinterpret the unifyj.:-.:.; 
nature of thinking and being as the equivetlent sameness in metaphys:i ·~·:::~ 
i.e., -the sameness without di ff er.ence or the unity. that does not 
contain opposites, and then object to the ,same. Their arguments a.r.d 
correct in .terms of the theory·of ~quivalent .sameness in metaphysi1~ 
but are completely incorrect as arg.uments against the contradictor-j 
uni ty between thin~~ng and being. . They s~y: , -"thinking and being 
are after all different." Yes, thinking a_nd being are differe.ntr 
but it is exactly because they are different that they can consti:l:.u~:-,. 
a contradiction, the unif~ng nature and conflicting nature of 
contradiction; if. ~-~ey ~ere in. no way different and they were 
equivalent-same, then t_here would .not be a contradiction betweep. 
them and accordingly there woU.ld riot· be the so:..called unifying natur·:; 
and conflicting nature of the contradiction. The unifying nature, ~3 
a term in dialectics, implies that the 2 sides are different from. 
and opposite to each other. How could the statement that "thinkiag 
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and bej __ ng are after all different" be cited as the argument denying 
the unifying nature between thinking and being? It only reveals tha:'.; 
they have adopted the metaphysical 'interpretation of the sphere 
of Ui"lifying nature· in dialectics o 

Those comrades who deny that there is a unifying nature in 
such sets of opposites as war and peace, proletariat and bourgeoisie 
and life and death, also misinterpret the unifying nature in 
dialectics as the unity in metaphysics. They say that the princi.ple1 
of the unifying nature of Ma.rxist dialectics .could not be applical::J.e 
to these phenomena, for they are "fundamentally opposite and 
against each other. 11 Such an argmnent also betrays their metaphysico.l 
viewpoint. According to' their "fundamentally' opposite and conflicting 
phenomenon," it would not be possible to have such a viewpoint as 
the unifying nature nor could the two sides of any contradiction be 
described as in any way unifying in nature, for bot~ sides of' any . 
contradiction are 'always conflicting with each other. 11 ( 11Conflic·Gi.ng 
with each other," asa sphere in philosophy, pertains to the con
flicting nature of both sides of the contradiction; this problem is 
to be discussed more in detail later,.) In thi.s wary, where are they 
going to find the unifying nature? In'this way, is it not true that. 
they have completely dismissed the unifying nature in dialectics? 

The Unifying Nature of the So-called riFundamentally Opposite PhenOTil""J1£no 

Lenin said: "dialectics is a theory, which studies how the 
oppos~ can be .unified, how they become unified -- under what 
conditions they are unified, or how they turn toward each other -·
why the human brain should not regard these opposites as dead, 
frozen things, but should regard them as.live, conditional, active 
and moving toward each other .. " .ffiee Note.Y He further said: 
11All boundaries in the world of Nature and in society are· conditior.2.1 
and changeable and there ·is no phenomenon that could not, undep · 
certain conditions, turn into the _very opposite., 11 /ftee Note ~7 Ir:.. 
discussing the dialectics of thinking, Lenin also said: "The 
mutual dependence of concepts, the mutual dependence of ill concept::; 
without exception." ffiee Note J.7 Please note: what Lenin said was 
that both sides of all contradictions without exception are unifying 
in nature. Of course, the so-called· 11fundamentally opposite 
phenomena11 and the scientific concepts that correctly reflect these 
phenomena may not be exceptions. Here, the question is not whether 
there is the unifying nature but how unity is achieved. (Note 1: , 
Lenin: Notes on Philosophy. The People's Publishing Co., 1956. · 
p. 86. Note 2: "On Yu-ne-ssu-wu's Little Book," Collected Works 
of Lenin. The People's Publishing Co., 1958. Vol. XXII, p. 302. 
Note 3: Lenin: Notes on Philosophy. p. 182.) 
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As regax:-ds the unifying nature of the so-called "fundament::i.lly 
'opposite phenomlina·, 11 '.'how they cgn be unified, 11 and "how they are 
unified~ 11 we should study them in the light of dialectics and on tl:e 
basis of r'eality and shoit.1.d not look at' them at a distance and itnincd:1.·-· 
atelynegat.e theµi whenthey appear too difficult to understand. 

As regard'3 the unifying nature of thi.nkihg a.nd being, it h<i~ 
already been wid~ly discussed and. it.is not to be further repeated 
here~ Let.us dis!Jussbriefly the unifying.nature of war and pea.ca" 
of the bourgeoisi'e and. the proletariat, and of life and death, et~ .. 

War is a. pz:oduct of class society, the continuation ·of polii-.·'.'L.' 
and the c'ontinuation of class policy., In other wo:t•ds, war is a 
special· fortn of class struggle '(This is a form - the sharpest forni. ··
in which force is demonstrated~) The seed of modern wars is the 
capitalist;;..:J.rrtperialist systemo · What stands opposite to war is peac:J;i 
which is another form of class· strugglee At a certain stage,, impei1· ·· 
ialism would employ the means of "peaceful" struggle to deceive;; 
oppress a1'id e:1::ploit the people; the proletariat and the people cf 
various couritries,, on the other hand, would expose the "peaceful" 
deceit of imperialism, ·prevent imperialism. from l~unchi11g wa1·s and 
strive for genuine peace; democracy and the triumph.of sociali~m, 
As for th_e so-called "social peace," which advoca+,es "class coope:i.·c.,t:".on..' 11 

it is ~rripty words of deoe1.t coined by the_ model'n bourgeoisie and . 
revisionists and in fact there ·is,no ·"social peace.9 11 ·nor can it·b.=: 
achievedo Both war and ueace are forms --.-different. forms:..;;._ · 
Of class struggle and accordingly they share :the Unify-lng na.ture o 

In the .class society, war and peace, as two fundamentally opposite 
phenomena or concepts, are mutually dependent•· Is it no~, true· · 
that when the imperia.list system and the capitalist system· are 
abolished.; When class distinction is rea.lly ·Obliterated arid When last~· 
ing world peace really emerges, there will be no more '!~ar.s'~1 : . 
Yes; however, this does not prove that in the class soc~ety, war e~·,.:1. 
peace are not mutually dependent but on the contrary that they ~r~ ~ 
The future "lasting peace" ilnder discussion does not mean the. cope.er,_ 
of .. "peace" a~ 'a form of class struggle in the class society •... wti<.m 

, the imperialist , system and· the ca pi ta.list'· system are a bo_lished $. ~wht::~ 
class distinction is really obliterated, and when la'stiQ.g peace ti•.'Q.3 
really emerges; the contradiction between war and peac~· as';.is· \mU<"~:· 
our present discussion would have passed away" · · .. :. · . . . .. ,., · ., . , '.i:. :, . ; ,' 

.In the history of clasf! society,' war and peace a.t•e .. J;>otlLthe . 
special forms of ·class struggle and under ·certain condit~'ons th~:r . 
may also move in the direction oppos.:l.te to their owno 'When peacof-.:;:;__ 
struggle between the revolutionary class and the reactionary c:La:02· 
and between two hostile political camps reaches a feverish degre'c~ .. 
then unPer cettain ·conditions they may adopt the form of. armed S:\ii~t\;r;::..es. 
to achieve by means of war the policy objectives that could not be~ 
achieved by means of peaceful struggle .. · Of course, •:·no war is to go 
on indefinitely; invariably one party is to emerge vi'ctorious and · 
another ~v-anquished or pending the e:mor.gence of certa:i.n bal&nco o:: 
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power the state of war is to turn into a state of peace. Inasmuch 
as there are the seeds of war :i,.ri the class society, the state of 
peace may under certain conditlons again turn into war and lasti.r.g 
peace is thus ever beyond reacho :In the history of class society, 
peace and war have always been moving in a continuous cycle.. E.xa.mples 

.are too numerous to listo For instance, the First World War turnFJd 
into post-war peace; .this post-war peace in turn turned into the 
·second World War; and the Second World War again turned into post~· 
war peace 8 As the lifos.cow. Peclaration pointed out, "Now, the forcf:r 
of peace have grol'm. considerably and the prevention of war is already 
a practical possibility." The same declaration, howe·ver, further· 
pointed out: 11As long as imperialism remains, there is ground f o~.· 
the outbreak of aggressive warso 11 In other words, as long as imp'3r
ialism remains, peace may under certain conditions turn into waru 
It is in the face of this possibility that the socialist camp 
headed by the USSR, the international proletariat and the people's • 
of the world must wage a relentless struggle to prevent imperialism 

·from launching another war and thus to preserve world pea.Ceo 
In the capitalist society, the bourgeoisie and the proletaria~ 

are also mutually dependent. "If there is no bourgeoisie, there wi.11 
be no proletariat; if there is no proletariat, there will be no 
bourgeoisie;." ffiee Note y Let us ask:· If there is no exploited 
proletariat, how can there be the bourgeoisie who are to exploit tht' 
surplus value? If there is no bourgeoisie.si can there be any proleta:.:·ic:t.? 
We all realize:· that the bourgeoisie and the proletariat were· born 
at the same time, for without one, the other could not emerge; that 
after the bourgeoisie is eliminated in the course of proletarian 
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat, the proletariat 
would turn into a working class sharing all the means of producti.:Jn 
with the people and no longer be penniless proletarians o This co"1r.":;~.:it 
of working class (in this connection, it is to be distinguished f::-.>.c: 
the concept of proletariat) is one relative to the other remaining 
classes in the country and to the bourgeosie in the international e:.::.".~na. u 

When class disttinction is obliterated completely in the world, the1"e 
will no longer be any "working class o" "The governed proletariat· 
is to emerge from the revolution as the ruler and the previously a 
ruling bourgeoisie is to emerge as the governed." Following the 
socialist revolution,.the bourgeoisie, who previously owned large 
quantities of means of production, is to lose such means of· product-l.c.~·: 
as they may own and the previously penniless proletariat is to share 
1'dth all the people the ownership of all the means of productionc 
Is it not that they "move in a direction opposite to their own11 and. 
·that they "turn toward the position occupied by the opposite side•?" 
"Let us ask: How can such a change .take place, if they are not 
connected under certain conditions and they are not unifying in na.t:: '::-?:1 

ffiee Note '!:.7 (l\Tote 1: "On Contradictions, 11 · Selected Works of' M~..2 
Tse-tung, Po 794. Note 2: Jbiq., P• 7950) 
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'..('he .phenomena of lif~···and death are likewise opposite and 
unified at the sanie. timee Jjetween them, there is also the unity 
of .. contradiction •. Life is not death and death is not life; how
ever,-without the passing of .old cells, there will be no.growth 
of new cells; and· without a.ss1.rnilation of the new and excretion 
of the·· old, there will be no life.. i\s Engels saith . "It is no 
longer considered ·as scientific not to r·egard deatJras an· importa.n·;-. 
element of· life or not to understand the physiological fact that, 
the negatfo..n of life is actually contained in life itself; . · 
accordingly,· life is. a.lways considered in conr1ectiqn with i.ts 
inevitable.end, i.;e~,~death (death, in its embryor4c· form, is 
always· conta::i,ned in life). The dialectical view· "Of. life is nothing 
but this.'.' 'fS.e~ Not~]' The cycle or life - ?SSimilation and . 
katabolisni -- alsp ;means that the organic body i:S on the one hand 
to absorb various nutritive elements into itself and turn them: · 
into live cells and on the other hand to excrete what is decayir.g 
from itself' and turn them into something deado In other words, 
it also reflects mutation of life and deatho Moreover, life 
emerges from:. the lifeless and every life inevitably ends in deat.h~ 
How can we· say that there is no unifying nature between life and 
death? (Note: Engels: The Dia.J.e.ctics of Na tu.re G · The People 1 s 
Publishing Coe, 1955:1 p. 250 .. j - - · ·. · · 

Unity is: not merely .found in such .Jtfundarnentally opposite 
phenomenon" as war and peace,' the bourgeoj.sie and the proletariat 
or life and death; it is found in all "fundamentally opposite 
phenomena•" It cannot be otherwise~ Is there anything in the 
universe that does not rely on its opposite for its existen~e? 
Is there anything that never changes and that may n·ever turn into 
what is its•opposite? T\To. Such opposite extremes as difficulty 
and success, strengt};t and weakness, vi'ctory and defeat, good ·· 
things ahd bad things, the advanced and the' backward,· truth and 
mistake, etc. invariably rely on each other under certain bonditi,::. . 
and at the same time change into each .other in accordance with 
certain conditions., If there is no difficulty, would there be 
success?. If there is no success, would there be diffioulty·? If· 
difficulty cannot turn into success under certain conditions, 
difficulty shall always remain to be difficulty. How can we talk 
about 110·.rercoming difficulty"? ·rr. success cannot turn into 
difficulty under conditions, success shall always remain to be· 
successa The, do we still hav-e to wage struggles by developing 
our subjective initiative? The< facts are: that once the difficw:L~ 
is over.come, difficulty is to turn into success and that in case · 
we relax our subjective effort or changes occur in the objecthre 
conditions, success may also turn into difficulty. It is relath·e 
to 'er·ror·that·truth erlsts, It::is in its struggle with error t.hat 
truth advanceso Nor can error: be completely elim.tnated from 
the knowledge of mankindo Of course truth is not error3 but it 
may tt~rn into error if wo should go beyond ·the sphere o'!: its 
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application. Of course error is.not truth, but it may turn into 
truth if we should deal with it correctly by learning the lessons 
of experience. This is the very reason why Comrade Mao Tse-tung 
said that "error is often the guide of truth a 11 /_See N6t§.7 
H:ven in the case of capitalism and socialism_, these 11fll.ndamentally 
opposite phenomena" ·may likewise turn into eaoh other under cert.a:tn 
conditionsa Capitalism has given birth to its "grave-differ," -
the proletariat and created the material premise of socialism -
large-scale production; following the proletarian revolution and 
the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
capitalism may turn into socialism and private property into 
public property, Under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism, we have 
already succeeded in achieving this transformation in the socialist 
states, with 1/3 of the world population. We must continue to 
strive for such a transformation throughout the world, which is 
indeed inevitablev According to the objective law.,. socialism 
inevitably turns into Communism~ Our task is to actively create 
the necessary conditions so that such a transformation may be 
achieved at the·earliest possible timer However, at the. 
socialist stage, the 2-road contradiction between socialism and 
capitalism will always rem.9.in to be the major contradictionQ 
That is why under certain conditions - eog .. , lf we fail to consol0

-

idate the dictatorship of the proletariat, fail to bring the pro
letarian revolution to its ultimate consummation, cease to guard 
against and struggle with the reactionary classes within and the 
foreign imperialism, and let the reactionary elements succeed in 
their subversive plot -- socialism may suffer temporary reverses; 
thus lending to the revival of capitalism. (Note: 11Reform Ou:
Learning," Selected Works of ~ao. Tse-tung. Vol. III, p. 8230) 

In Summary, if we are to admit that the movement and de·.:·el0r>, 
ment of our material world are absolute,, that there is no such th-":.;.~ 
as constant phenomenon and that the nature of things and events 
change in the course of their development, then we must logically 
admit that any "fundamentally opposite phenomenon" ma.y under 
certain conditions turn in a direction opposite to its own. 

To Negate the Unity of Opposites Is to Negate the RevolutionarY. 
Dialectics" 

To negate the conflicting nature of opposites is to negate 
the revolutionary dialectics; similarly, to negate the unifying 
nature of opposites is also to negate the revolutionary dialecticGa 

Why do we say that to negate· the unifying nature of opposites 
is to negate the revolutionary 4ialectics? 
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First a. to neg{lt~ that Arre2..sites !MY under.·. certain conditions. 
turn into each_£>_ihe~ .. j~ to. negat_Llevolutionary mutationo 

. . ' 

C.omrade Mao Tse-tung sald: "The unity or oneness of the 
variou~ ·aspects of ccmtradict;ions in objective things or events 
is by nature not dead or frozen .but live, -conditional, changeable: 
temporary and relative and all contradictions may under·certa.in 
conditions turn in directions opposite to their owno Such a . 
situation, reflected in our thinking, has resulted in the Marxistp 
materialist.-.dialectical theory of the uni verse n Only the tempox-ci.ry 
and previous' reactionary ruling class and meta.physics, wh.tch 
serves .their ,.nterests, do not regard opposite things ai;id events 
as live, conditional, ·Changeable and capable of turning into the 
opposite but regard them as dead and i'rpzen.. Moreover, they 
propagate'these erroneous views everywhere, with the view of 
deceiving the masses and thus to perpetuate their r.ule o The ·tasks 
of the Communists are to expose :the erroneous ideas of t_he. reaction.:.:-;;;· 
elements and metaphysics and to propagate the natural qialectics of 
things and events, so as to facilitate the mutation of things_and 
events and thus to ·reach the goals of revolut:i,on. n ./flee Noti/- ·· .: 
These words of Comrade Mao Tse-t.ung have profoundly cla.1•ified thli 
revolutionary nature of the unity of opposites as a Marxist
Leninist phiolosophical principle .• · (Note: "On Contradictions". 
0p~ cit~ Po 7970) 

To negate that opposites may under certain conditions turn 
into each other is to regard them as ·dead and frozen, as unchangea-::i: . 
and as incapable of moving in-a d;i.rection opposite to their own .. 
If we a.re to observe the practical lif.e and guide ·our acti(?ns in 
accordance with this viewpoint, how could we act as promoters of 
t.he revolution,, 11facilitat;\..ng th.e transformation of things and. 
events"?·. It is exactly because the capitalist system must in·
evitably move toward its opposite extreme ·and the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat in the capitalist society must inevitably, 
under certain conditions, change their positions, that we are 
supremely confidently engaged in the proletarian revolution 
with the view of facilitatj,.ng tpi.s transformationo If we are of. 
t.he opinion that the capitalist system may no move toward its opr,c:-:0.i:.r~ 
extreme, that the bourgeoisie and the proletariat cannot reverse 
t.heir positions, and that the existing system of ownership of 
-property will remain unchanged, then is it not that we have 
:negated the inevitable triumph o:f the proletarian revolution .. It. 
:is exactly because peace may under certain conditions turn into 
:rar - so long as there a.re the imperialist system, the capita.lisi:. 
system and class conflict in the world -- that we must intensify 
our vigilance, develop our subjective initiative;' prevent the imper:!.~ 
a.lists from launching aggressive wars and thus to preserve world 
peace• And as the imperialists may venture to launch aggressive 
·,Jardsl' we must a,..~h:teve peace by launch:~ng revolu.tiona:r.y wars 
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against counter-revolutionary wars. Similarly, the socialist 
system is also changeable. With the emergence of certain concli tions; 
it will inevitably turn into cornni.unism. If we regard the sodalist 
system as dead, frozen and unchangeable~ would it not be true that 
we have negated the basis for the l'ealization of communism? 

The Communists must make use of this objective dialectics 
in their effort to create conditions· and thus to facilitate the 
revolutionary transformation. They:must do so in the revolutionary 
effort to seize power and to obliterate capitalism; they must do 
so in the course of socialist construction. • The record of our 
great leap forward in the past several years has conclusively 
confirmed the pattern of the mutation of opposites under certain 
conditions and the great significance of developing our subjective 
initiative in accordance with this pattern. Comrade Mao Tse-tung 
has eminently and thoroughly applied the di::i.lectics to the socialist 
society and confirmed that the things and events in the socialist 
society are also changeable and transformable. Armed with this 
ideolo!Sical weapon, the people have boldly played their roles as 
reformists _and promoters, thereby achieving the great leap forward. 
As time goes on, this idea is better understood by the people. 

Very obViously, to negate the interchangeability of the 
positions of all opposites under certain conditions is in effect 
to negate the fundamental qualitative change and to regard such 
change as "quiet" evolution .. Thus we would be contented with the 
substitution of ordinary theory of evolution for the revolutionary 
dialectics., · 

If we negate :.the interchangeability of the positions of 
opposites under certain conditions, can we correctly maintain the 
conflicting nature of contradictions in the dialectics? Of course, 
we cannot. According to MarX:i.st dialectics: the struggle betwee·1 
the opposites in a co·ntradiction must inevitably lead to the reYer~.:o 
of their positions, the qualitative change, the passing of old 
things and events and the ·emergence of new things and events o To 
negate the interchangeability of the positions of opposites under 
certain conditions would be to negate that the• 11 struggle" must 
inevitably lead to the passing of old things and events and the· 
emsrgence of new things·and eventso The so-called "conflicting 
(struggling) nature" in· this connection is of course totally un
related to dialectics. 

Secondly, to negate the unity of opposites may under certa~ 
conditions lead us to negate contradicti~n or the conflicting 
nature of opposites• 

As we sRid before, the unity as is ·recognized by those who 
maintain that there is no unity between the "fundamentally opposite 
and mutually exclusive phenomena" is actually the unity in meta~· 
physics' i oe Q' the equivalent-sarneriess of the two pheno::-.r1ena ,? 
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w.i;thout the characteristic of ·being ·"fUn.da.m:entally opposite" or 
11inutually exclusive." Acco.rding to this viewpoint, when they· 
recognize the presence of unity, they may twist the unity and 
negate contradiction or the conflicting nature of 11mut11al 
exclusiveness on . .. , . . 
. . . Some people do not admit that there are contradictions in 
.th~ socialist. society. . T:his viewpoint is related to the viewpoint 
that .n.egates the \inity .in "mutually exclusive phenomena." They 
offe~ a met~physical interpretation of the unity of dialectics~ 

. Accordingly1 -if they ·recognize· the ·conflicting nature, they would 
fail to recogni.ze the unifying nature and if they recognize the 
unifying n~.ture they. would fail to recognize the conflicting natur"o o 

In accordance with the' metaphysical viewpoint,, they on the one 
hand maintain that the.re .is no unity between the "mutually exclu
sive phenomena" and on the other hand only recognize the unity i:>u.t 
negate the ;'mutual exclusiveness" in the socialist societyQ In· 
this ·Way ,11 they also ; have negated the· contradictions ·.in the socialir«t. 
society.. . . 

. . Comrade Mao Tse-tung said: 11the various aspects. of the 
contradiction in.all processesare originally mutually exclusive~ 11 

[See Note 17 If they are not "mutually exclusive," they would nc<:. 
constitute the contradiction.. Comrade Mao Tse-tung further said: 
11We Chinese often say: 'opposition supports .1 In other .words, t;.·o.r·e 
is unity in opposites. This statement is based on dialectics and 
not on metaphysics., ropposition1 ~s that the mutual exclusi,,..e-: 
!l,ess of or struggle between the two contradictory aspectsc 
'Supports' means that vnder certain conditions the 2 contradictpry 
aspects are coordinated,; thereby acl4eving µnityo" /_See Note Y 
·~utual exclusiveness," -as a philosophical sphere, pertains to 
the conflicting nature of opposites, i.,e .. , contI"adiction. We 
should not interpret it in too narrow a sence. If we do so ~-
e eg., to evaluate the relationship among the working people in th-: 
light of the mutual exclusiveness.between the two parties.in a war 
or between to hostile classes -- or course there is no mutual 
exclusiveness. However1 such an interp~etation would not ·be the 
original sense of "mutual exclusiveness" as a philosophical 
sphere. For its meaning is much _broader~ Ir\ his article entitled.~ 
"Discourse on Dialectics, 11 Lenin placed the word "struggle" in 
quotation marks when he wrote: 11development is'-the 'struggle' 
between opposites. 111 This indicates that 11 struggle11 was used as · 
a philosophical ·l:!phere in the broa.CI, .sense, including not only 
class struggle but also the + and - in .mathematics, the function ·. 

·and coun~er""."function in differential calculus and integral · 
calculus, the positive and nega~ive electricity in physics, the 
compounding and dissolution in.chemistry, etc~ All c;>pposites are 
"struggling" (conflicting) with each other, but their "struggles" 
are all of a different nature~ If "struggle" is interpreted in 
too narrow a sense, how can we say, for instance, the + and - or 
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for that matter the positive electricity and negative electricity 
are engaged in struggle? (Note 1: 110n Contradictions," opo cit., 
p. 7940 Underline added., Note 2: Ibid., p. 8000 Underline 
added.) 

In terms of social phenomena, the philosophical sphere 
mutual exclusiveness includes not only such mutual exclusiveness 
as between hostile classes but also such mutual exclusiveness as 
between the different opinions and arguments among the people and 
between the advanced and the backwardo Such contradictions as 
between the working people in a socialist society, between national 
interests, collective interests and'personal interests, between 
democracy and concentration, between those who lead and those who 
are led, etco are based on the fundamental agreement on the 
interests of the people. Philosophically speaking, the various 
aspects in these contradictions are also mutually exclusive (of 
course, such mutual exclusiveness is different from that between 
hostile classes in nature) and do not suggest the U{}..ity, 
equivalent-sameness, in metaphysicso It is exactly for this rsason 
that they constitute contradictions and these contradictions must 
be dealt with correctly. For instance, national interests, collective 
interests and personal interests are of course different (opposite, 
mutually exclusive or conflicting with one another, in terms of 
philosophy) and not equivalent-sameo If there were equivalent-
same, would it not be that there are no contradictions and that 
there is no need to reconcile them? Accordingly, the contradictions 
based on the fundamental agreement on the people's interests only 
define the specific nature of such contradictory struggle or mutual 
exclusiveness. However, those who define unity in the metaphysical 
sense·would fail to recognize the struggle or mutual exclusiven6ss 
in these cases; and to negate the struggle between opposites, 0r 
their exclusiveness, would mean the negation of contradiction. 
This is the inevitable conclusion of the logical development of 
the viewpoint that negates the unity between mutually exclusive-
ness phenomena. Inasmuch as those who adopt this viewpoint 
maintain that there is no unity between the mutually exclusive 
phenomena, there would not of course be any mutual exclusiveness 
in such phenomena as they may recognize to be of the unifying 
nature. 

In the history of our party, some comrades, because they 
insist on· the metaphysical viewpoint, have failed either to 
recognize, in some instances, the unifying nature between the pro
letariat and the bourgeoisie or to recognize,· in some other 
instances, the conflicting nature between the two classes.· The 
party has· had rich experience in opposing these two types of one
sidedness, these two extremes of the metaphysical approach. 

In the history of our revolution, we formed a united front 
with the national bourgeoisie for a long period. In accordance 
with the }1Tal':}dst-Leninist dialectics, Comrade M<").o Tse-tlmg has 
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made a comprehensive analysis of the united front as a unif~ed 
bo~y of contradictions and accordingly formulated the policy of 
"at once unj_ting with and struggling against" the national bourgeoioie., 
thereby consolidating and expanding the united front. This only 
correct Marxist-Leninist policy has guaranteed the' consolidation 
and expansion of the united f~cnt and the leadership of the 
proletariat, thereby gradually leading the Chinese revolution to 
victory. However, the "leftist" and rightist opportunists have 
isolated themselves from the Marxist-Leninist dialectics,. 
which is at once of the unifying and conflicting nature, and electer: 
t.o observe problems in accordance with the meta.physical approacho 
Thus they have failed to appreciate the poJicy of united front, 
which was designed to unite ~swell as to struggle"with the nationc..1 
boU!'geoisie. The "leftist" opportunists recognized only "strugglinc;:: 
and negated 11unitingo 11 The phl.losophical basis for such a polit~.ca:i. 
viewpoint was the recognition of only the conflicting nature of 
the fundamentally opposing parties and the negation of the unity 
between them., They were of the opinion that .where there is confJ.ic-\. 
there is no unity and that where there is unity there is no · 
conflict. The rightist opportuni'sts recognized only "uniting" and 
negated "struggling." Accord;lngly, they offered the leadership 
or the proletariat to the b6urgeoisie and proceeded toward 
surrenderism. The phl.losophical basis for their political view
point was the recognition of only theunity of opposites and the 
negation of their conflict. They regarded the united front not · 
as a body that tlnified the mutually exclusive contradictions but 
as the unity or equivalent-sameness as in metaphysics. Thus the;t· 
reached the conclusion that struggle be abandoned in politics. 
The philosophical viewpoint of the rightist opportunism and that 
of the "leftist11 opportun."lsm were agreed on one point and that 
was where there is conflict there is no unity and where there is 
unity there is no confl:i.ct. It was exactly for this reason that 
i:lefti~t" opportunism and rightist opportunism were interchangeable 
in their positions under certain conditions., If the "leftist" 
opportunists had failed to fundamentally revise their world viei~ 
at that stage, they might under certain conditions commit the 
error of rightist opportunism at another stage; and vice versao 

Engels said: "The metaphysicists think in terms of absol1..rt.0:.>· 
irreconcilable opposites ... Thei.F theory is: 'either yes or no; othe1-~ 
wise, duplicityo' 11 jftee Note Y They "regard unity and differ
entiation as two irreconcilable opposites and not as the two extreHe.,, 
of the same thing, which is true only becaus~ they influence each 
other and differentiation is contained il'\ 'Uility.n :·/.See Note y 
Those who negate the unity of opposites ·actually'. think this wayo 
In their opinion, unity and oppositioh are divistbl~, mutually 
independent and separated~by an.insurmotintable gulf; unity is unity 
and it cannot contain.opposites; opposition is opposition and 
there can be no tm:t ty bet~"leen opposi ti::io; "yes is yes and no n,o; 11 
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it is impossible to have conflict and unity at the same tL~e. 
However, the nucleus of dialectics is conflict in unityo It is 
exactly because the negation of unity between opposites is actually 
represented by the metaphysical formula "yes ••••• yes, no ••• ~no" 
instead of the dialectical formula "yes ••••• no, no ••• 1: .yes, 11 that 
those who adopt this viewpoint tend to recognize conflict but · 
not unity at one stage and to recognize unity but not conflict at 
another stage or at the same stage tend to recognize unity but 
not conflict in one type of problems and to recognize conflict 
but not unity in another type of problems. Of course~ under 
whatever circumstances, the conflict or unity which they recognize 
are based on metaph;~rsics and not on dialectics. (Note 1 : Engels: · 
.~ti Duhring Theor;y, The People's Publishing Co., 1956, P• 20 .. 
Note 2: Engels: 'Dialectics of Nature. The People's Publishing 
Co., 1955, P• 178. -

Unqualified Insistence on R~volutionar:v Dialectics 

This article has dwelled on the tendency to negate the unity 
of opposites and its danger. In no way does this imply that the 
conflict between opposites is not important. According to Marxist 
dialec'tics, the conflict between opposites is absolute and to 
negate the absoluteness of conflict is to fundamentally abandon 
the revolutionary dialectics and ro negate to .so-called unity of 
£,EQOSites. To discuss unity.with disregard for conflict is to 
discuss unity in metaphysics and thus lead to relativism and sophism,, 

As Lenin taught us: "Dialectics has more than once -- in 
the history of Greek philosophy for instance -- acted a bridge to 
sophism.. However, we have always been dialectitians. In our 
struggle against sophism, our tactics is not to fundamentally 
negate the possibility of any mutation but to concretely analyz~ 
a certain event, its environment and developmente 11 .ffiee Note 1/ 
Lenin made this statement while discussing the principle that 
11 in the imperialist stage, the· nationalist wars in the colonial. 
and semi-colonial areas are not only possible but inevitableo 11 

He pointed out: "Nationalist wars may turn into imperialist wars 
and imperialist wars may also turn into nationalist wars~" He 
further pointed out: "Only the sophists may try to obliterate 
the difference between imperialist wars and national~st wars on 
the ground that one tYipe may lead to the others., 11 Lsee Note iJ 
"To obliterate the difference between imperialist wars and 
nationalist wars" is purely a revisionist technique and to this 
we must resolutely object. However, it is also extremely erroneo"J.S 
to negate .that imperialist wars may turn int.o nationalist wars a'.'11-
to this we must also resolutely object. :Lenin pointed out: 11Thi8 
error is also extremely harmful in politica1 practice~ for the 
people may thus spread the misleading propaganda for 'disarmament~j 
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for it seem.s that there may n~ver 'be any war other than the 
reactionary war, and for the people may thus adopt even less 
justifiable, if not reactionary, attitude gf indifference 
toward nationalist moYemento 11 fjee Note £ (Note 1: "On 
Yu-r..i-wu-ssu1 s Pamphlet," Colli,cted WorkLof L~. The People's 
Publishing Co. 1 1958, Vol., XXII~ pp 302-303. Note 2: .!2.iti•; 
P• 302, Note 3: .!k!l!·, p 305.J 

The enemies Of Marxism-Leninism -- the revisionists -- negate 
this absoluteness of the struggle between opposites; twist the unity 
sphere of dialectics into Sophism and Relativism; negate the qualita
tive regularity of things and events; obliterate the fuhdamental 
conflict and qualitative difference between tne proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie, between socialism and capitalism, between the socialist 
camp and the imperialist camp, between the righteous wars and 
unxighteous wars, etc.; and at the same time negate the inter
changeability of positions between the opposites under certain 
conditions, ~ualitative change and revolutionary change. They use 
the ordinary theory of evolution to replace the revolutionary 
dialectics. 

There is a clear boundary between Marxist dialectics on the 
one hand and Sophism and Relativism on the other hand. Marxist 
dialectics firmly recognize the unity of opposites, the inter
changeability of positions between opposites and at the same time 
the absoluteness of the struggle between opposites and the 
relativity of their unity. Accordingly, it firmly recognizes the 
relative stability of events, and their qualitative regularity; it 
also recognizes that events are unified contradictions and that 
"the nature of events ia chiefly determined by the major aspect 
of the contradiction that has achieved the ruling position; 11 

Zsee Note f] it maintains that the reverse of positions between the 
opposites represents the result of the struggle between them; it 
maintains that "the conditions for such reverse of positions are 
important and in the absence of certain conditions neither party in 
the struggle is likely to change its position." /jee Note fl The 
boundaries between the Marxist dialectics on the one hand and 
Sophism and Relativism on the other are thus clearly defined. 
(Note 1 : "On Contradictions, 11 Op. cit., p. 789. Note 2: 
IYiao Tse-tung: On the Question g:f __ QQ.IT~_gtly Dealing with Internal , 
Contradictions among_~§ople. The People's Publishing Co.,1957 9 p~35c. 

As a Marxist-Leninist, one should never cease to seriously 
study the materialist dialectics; learn to appreciate its spirit an~ 
substance; on the basis of past and contemporary ideological struggles, 
study how the various extremist views fell prey to metaphysics a110 
betrayed the revolutionary dialectics, thereby gathering experience 
and learning lessons; a.rm himself ideologically; and thus even more 
resolutely and unconditionally follow and propagate the revolutionary 
dialectics. 

5110 .. END -
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